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Clean that water up!

SDG Links

Explorer Challenge: How can we make dirty water safe to drink?
10
mins

We are currently experiencing a crisis with local water supplies across the world. Many lakes and rivers have been
polluted, resulting in dirty water that can cause people to become sick. We need your help to investigate a quick
and simple way to clean water.
Discuss how you think water could be cleaned. What materials would you need? Do you know how water is
cleaned in water treatment plants near where you live?
Explore ‘How do Water Treatment Plants Filter Water?’ (1.1.1).

Points:

100 points

Time:

75 mins

Subject links:

Ask: Is there anything around the school we could use to filter water? (leaves, sand, grasses etc.). You might like
to suggest some other materials for filtering water such as various funnels, filters, sieves, bottles, and containers.

60
mins

Brainstorm how the water could be cleaned using these materials and create an experiment to conduct with
your group. How will you make sure the water is safe enough to drink? You might like to use 1.1.2 to help you.
Record your results using the ‘Science Investigation Record’ (1.1.3) and interpret the results. Is the water now
safer to drink?

5

mins

When we save water we are also saving the energy needed to clean, pump, and sometimes heat that water. This
helps us to reduce our greenhouse gas emissions, which reduces climate change.

Choose one ‘Save It!’ action from the list (1.1.4), or come up with your own water saving action. Write it on a piece
of paper and do it for as many days as possible. As a class you could have a competition to see who can keep their
action going for the longest amount of time.

Visit your local water treatment plant. Explore how water is filtered there and what systems are in
place to keep water safe to drink. What challenges do these plants face? What could be done to
reduce this? What could you do? Count how many people you talk to about water issues at the plant.

• 1.1.1 – 1.1.4
• Experiment Materials: Various funnels,
filters, sieves, bottles and containers for
your experiment. Dirty water, you might
like to collect this from a source near your
school.

Imagine turning on a tap tomorrow
and only getting dirty water. What
would you do? How would it affect
your day?
Count how many people you talked
to about doing a ‘Save It’ action.
Count how many people pledged to
do their chosen ‘Save It’ action.
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How do W ater Treatment Plants Filter W ater?
.

Water drawn from rivers and reservoirs is passed through
screens that remove any large objects that could block or
Screening damage equipment.

AntiCoagulation

Clarification

Disinfection

Filtration

Chlorination

The water is then pumped into tanks where a chemical is added
to help solid material in the water to settle.

The water is fed into a tank where the material settles at the
bottom and is removed in the form of sludge.

The water is disinfected using carefully controlled amounts of
chlorine to kill bacteria.

The water flows into rapid gravity filters where it passes through
layers of sand and gravel. Carbon Filters can also be used to
remove tiny traces of pesticides which occur in river water.

A final check is made on the chlorine levels before the water is
pumped into supply.
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Clean It Up! Experiment
Complete this experiment and find out how to create cleaner water! You might even get
to try some of the steps used in a real water treatment plant.

You will need:
•
•
•
•
•

1 bottle of muddy water
2 clear plastic bottles
Sand and gravel
Filter paper or kitchen roll
Something to stir the water

Do you think this experiment
would kill the germs or remove
any harmful chemicals in the
water? What do they use at
water treatment plants?
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Method:
Step 1

1.

Place sand and gravel inside your
bottle of muddy water. Stir the
sand and gravel in.
Step 3

3. Cut the top third off your
empty bottle. Use the top of
the bottle as a funnel and the
bottom as a beaker.
Step 5

5. Slowly pour the dirty water
through the filter and into the
funnel.

Step 2

2. Observe the sand and gravel
sinking to the bottom. This is called
sedimentation.
Step 4

4. Place the funnel on top of the
beaker. Fold a piece of paper
towel (or filter paper) into the
funnel.
Does the water look
cleaner now? W ould
you drink it?
(W hy/W hy not)
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Science Investigation Record
Our Question:
How can we clean dirty water?
Our ideas:

The experiment:
Draw a labelled picture of the experiment.

W hat happened:

Is the water safe to drink now?

Clean that Water up! – 1.1.3
(Greater Depth)

Aim (What is the purpose of the experiment?):

Hypothesis (What do you think will happen?):

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ __
Method (What are the steps in your experiment?):
1.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Results (What did you notice?):

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _______
Discussion (What do your results tell us?):

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ______
Conclusion (Was your hypothesis correct? Why/Why not?):

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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How can
you save
water?
Take
shorter
showers – one
minute less
can save 200
litres per
month!

Use a
bucket of
water to wash
your bike or
family car

Use a
washing up
bowl to wash
dishes and
water the
garden with the
leftovers.

Turn
the tap off
when you
brush your
teeth.

Only
turn on the
washing
machine if it’s
full

Turn off
the tap when
you’re rubbing
soap into your
hands.

If you
have a dual
flush toilet,
always use the
half flush
button when
you can.

Thirsty Farming

SDG Links

Explorer Challenge: For or against chemicals? You decide!

5

mins

20
mins

Points:

100 points

Farming can be difficult. Farmers have to face risks like their crops being eaten or
damaged by pests, killed by diseases, or destroyed in bad weather. To help overcome
these challenges and to grow their crops without too many problems, some farmers
use chemicals. Other farmers are against the use of chemicals and argue that they
have a negative effect on people and the environment. Today, it’s up to you to decide
whether you are for the use of chemicals in farming or whether you are against
them.

Time:

60 mins

Debate the arguments ‘for and against’ the use of chemicals in agriculture. The
facilitation notes in 1.2.1 can help you to set up and run a debate.

•

Subject links:

1.2.1 and 1.2.2

To help with the debate you will need to research the use of chemical pesticides and
fertilisers in farming. Read the information in 1.2.2, visit a local person who works in
agriculture, or use the Internet to help you.
A bad harvest can affect an entire
community – impacting food supply,
income and jobs. What would you advise a
farmer facing an outbreak of pests to do?

Create a display board showing the arguments for and against chemical in farming in a public area of
your school. You could give people reading the display the opportunity to cast a vote for or against.
Count how many people interact with your display by voting.

How can you share the
outcome of your debate with
the rest of the school?

Thirsty Farming – 1.2.1

Debate Facilitation Notes
Instructions:
1.

CREATE GROUPS
Split the class into two groups (a) for the use of chemicals in agriculture and (b)
against the use of chemicals in agriculture.

2. RESEARCH
Give each group a ‘Debating Pack’ (1.2.2). Each pack contains information,
articles and explanations of the chemicals used in agriculture and their effects
on people, animals and the environment.
a. Share the information around, so that every person in the group is involved.
b. Begin sharing ideas that could support your group’s position.
c. As a group decide on three main ideas or arguments that could support your
groups position.
3. PREPARE A ONE MINUTE STATEMENT
Split each group into a further 3 teams. Each team will need to prepare a one
minute statement, using evidence from their debating pack, to explain their
argument to the class.

For or Against
Chemicals?
You Decide!

Thirsty Farming – 1.2.1

4. BEGIN THE DEBATE
Once the arguments have been prepared, gather everyone together into one
group.
a. Choose one person in the class to be the time keeper. They will stop groups
if they begin to go over their time limit.
b. Choose a group from the ‘For chemicals in agriculture’ team to begin. They
will have 1 minute to explain why chemicals should be used in agriculture.
c. Once they have spoken the other team (against chemicals in agriculture)
have 30 seconds to give a rebuttal (argue why the other team is wrong and
point out flaws in their argument).
d. After that, choose a group from the ‘Against chemicals in agriculture’ team
to give their 1 minute statement.
e. Once they have spoken the other team (for chemicals in agriculture) have
30 seconds to give a rebuttal.
f. Repeat steps b – e until all groups have had their say.
5. DECIDE W HO HAD THE STRONGEST ARGUMENT
Make a judgment about which side had the strongest argument. You might like
to let the teacher decide or invite another class to watch and vote.

Top Tips:
• Encourage everyone to make notes about their argument to help them when
they present.
• You could set up two lecterns or tables at the front – one for each team to
speak behind.
• Why not invite members of the school community or other teachers to watch
your debate? (You might want to provide extra preparation time for this)
• If you have extra time, each team could prepare a poster to support their
statement.

Thirsty Farming – 1.2.2

Explore, Debate and Decide:

For or against the use of chemicals in farming?
The Task:
Your team will need to prepare a one minute statement, using evidence from this
debating pack to explain your argument to the class.
You will also have a chance to give a rebuttal – to argue why the other team is wrong
and to point out flaws in their argument.
Introduction:
Farmers can face many challenges when trying to grow crops. There are often pests
(e.g. insects or animals) and diseases that can harm and damage their crops. To deal
with this farmers often use chemicals to prevent disease and get rid of pests. They also
use chemicals to help their plants to grow. The main types of chemicals farmers use
are:
• Pesticides which are used to control insects and animals.
• Herbicides which are used to control weeds and kill unwanted plants.
• Chemical Fertilisers which are used to improve the soil and help crops to
grow.

W hen planning your argument think about answers to these questions:






What are the effects of chemicals on the land?
What are the effects of chemicals on humans and animals?
How are the crops affected by the chemicals?
Why are chemicals used in this way?
What are the benefits for the economy and trade?

Thirsty Farming – 1.2.2

How are chemicals used in farming?

Other

Fertiliser

Herbicide

Pesticide

Type

W hat does it do?

Insecticides

Destroys insects.

Repellents

Prevents insects,
mammals and birds
from coming near
crops.

Rodenticides

Reduces rats and
other rodents (e.g.
squirrels,
hamsters).

Fungicides

Destroys infections
and diseases that
can damage field
crops.

Herbicides

Destroys certain
weeds.

Fertiliser Spray

Plant Growth
Regulators

Contains minerals
to improve soil
quality.

Can speed up or
slow down crop
growth.

Advantage +

Disadvantage -

Protects the crop
whilst preventing,
reducing or destroying
the pest.

It reduces
biodiversity (the
variety of plants and
animals) and they
could harm the
health of humans.

It removes other
plants which could be
taking away food and
water from the crops.

Farmers can grow
bigger crops more
quickly.

Farmers can grow
more crops in a
shorter amount of
time.

It reduces
biodiversity and
could harm the
health of humans
and animals.

It can get washed
into local rivers and
upset the balance of
different plant and
animal species.
It can get washed
into local rivers and
upset the balance of
different plant and
animal species.
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Do farmers have to use chemicals?
Farmers have a choice to use chemicals or to use other natural resources such as
manure, weeding and crop rotation, however they are not always the easiest way to
help their crops.
Type

Manure

Natural Techniques

(can replace fertilisers)

Weeding
(can replace herbicides)

Crop Rotation
(can replace fertilisers)

W hat is it?
Animal poo contains
minerals that can
improve soil quality.

Using your hands or
other tools people
can remove weeds.

Planting crops in a
new field whilst
giving the old field
time to rest.

Advantage +

Disadvantage -

You can’t control the
amount of minerals it
It is a natural product
contains so it is more
that improves the soil.
difficult to apply it.

It is not harmful to
humans.

It takes a lot of time
and effort from
people.

Giving the soil time to
rest reduces diseases.

It is difficult to grow
different crops at the
same time.
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Source 1: Bird deaths linked to a common insecticide that is banned in
Europe
Jess Davis
9th August 2017

A commonly used chemical is being blamed
for the deaths of native birds in Victoria,
Australia. Lab results obtained by the ABC
confirm that the chemical, which is used as
an insecticide, killed at least 12 birds near
Horsham last month. The same chemical
has been banned in Europe because of
concerns it is behind a dramatic decline in
bee populations.
Cath De Vaus, from Natimuk a small town
western Victoria's cropping region, started
making the grisly discoveries, finding dead
birds around her house last month. "I found
a corella just dead at the bottom of its tree
with no obvious injuries." She said the
deaths had not stopped and the numbers
were adding up. "It's lovely watching them
in the evenings and every morning when
you see new dead ones it's incredibly sad."
Ms De Vaus, along with other residents,
reported the deaths and Agriculture
Victoria has been investigating. Lab results
obtained by the ABC confirm traces of
imidacloprid, a chemical commonly used in
insecticides. Imidacloprid is used to kill
insects and termites, and can often be
found in flea control for pets. Farmers also
use it to treat barley and wheat seeds.
In a statement, Agriculture Victoria has
acknowledged that while the initial lab
results show traces of chemicals used in
crop management, there was not clear
evidence that this was the single cause of

death of the birds. Associate Professor
Vincent Pettigrove, a chemicals expert
from the University of Melbourne said
imidacloprid affected the nervous system.
"It actually mimics nicotine and it's really
quite toxic to insects and it shouldn't be
toxic to mammals and birds, but in certain
circumstances we've found many reports
of bird deaths associated with the use of
this insecticide," he said. Some work in the
European Union showed that a sparrow if it
ate just one and half beet seeds would be
enough to kill the bird. In 2013 the
European Union put a ban on these kinds of
insecticides because of concerns they were
behind a dramatic decline in bee
populations.
Associate Professor Pettigrove said
research published this year backed up the
EU's concerns. "There was a study in France
where they looked at 103 wildlife mortality
incidents and they found in 101 cases the
birds had some concentrations of
imidacloprid in them," he said. "It seems to
be a widespread issue and we need to look
at ways of reducing the risk of exposing this
chemicals to birds."

Davis, J. (2017, August 9) Bird deaths
linked to a common pesticide that is
banned in Europe. ABC News.
http://www.abc.net.au/news/rural/20
17-08-09/bird-deaths-linked-tocommon-insecticide/8788286
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Source 2: Can we feed 10 billion people on organic farming alone?
14 August 2016

In 1971, then US Secretary of Agriculture
Earl Butz uttered these unsympathetic
words: “Before we go back to organic
agriculture in this country, somebody must
decide which 50 million Americans we are
going to let starve or go hungry.” Since
then, critics have continued to argue that
organic agriculture is inefficient, requiring
more land than conventional agriculture to
yield the same amount of food. Proponents
have countered that increasing research
could reduce the yield gap, and organic
agriculture generates environmental,
health and socioeconomic benefits that
can’t be found with conventional farming.
American farmers are struggling to feed
the country's appetite for organic food
Read more
Organic agriculture occupies only 1% of
global agricultural land, making it a
relatively untapped resource for one of the
greatest challenges facing humanity:
producing enough food for a population
that could reach 10 billion by 2050, without
the extensive deforestation and harm to
the wider environment.
Although organic farming systems produce
yields that average 10-20% less than
conventional agriculture, they are more
profitable and environmentally friendly.
Historically, conventional agriculture has
focused on increasing yields at the expense
of the other three sustainability metrics.

The flower petals and the labels represent
different sustainability metrics that
compare organic farming with conventional
farming. They illustrate that organic
systems can better balance the four areas
of sustainability: production (orange),
environment (blue), economics (red) and
social wellbeing (green).
The flower petals and the labels represent
different sustainability metrics that
compare organic farming with conventional
farming. They illustrate that organic
systems can better balance the four areas
of sustainability: production (orange),
environment (blue), economics (red) and
social wellbeing (green).
In addition, organic farming delivers equally
or more nutritious foods that contain less
or no pesticide residues, and provide
greater social benefits than their
conventional counterparts.
With organic agriculture, environmental
costs tend to be lower and the benefits
greater. Biodiversity loss, environmental
degradation and severe impacts on
ecosystem services – which refer to
nature’s support of wildlife habitat, crop
pollination, soil health and other benefits –
have not only accompanied conventional
farming systems, but have often extended
well beyond the boundaries of their fields,
such as fertilizer runoff into rivers.
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Overall, organic farms tend to have better
soil quality and reduce soil erosion
compared to their conventional
counterparts. Organic agriculture generally
creates less soil and water pollution and
lower greenhouse gas emissions, and is
more energy efficient. Organic agriculture
is also associated with
greater biodiversity of plants, animals,
insects and microbes as well as genetic
diversity.
Scaling up organic agriculture with
appropriate public policies and private
investment is an important step for global
food and ecosystem security. The challenge
facing policymakers is to develop
government policies that support
conventional farmers converting to organic
systems. For the private business sector,
investing in organics offers a lot of
entrepreneurial opportunities and is an
area of budding growth that will likely
continue for years to come.
In a time of increasing population growth,
climate change and environmental
degradation, we need agricultural systems
that come with a more balanced portfolio
of sustainability benefits. Organic farming is
one of the healthiest and strongest sectors
in agriculture today and will continue to
grow and play a larger part in feeding the
world. It produces

adequate yields and better unites human
health, environment and socioeconomic
objectives than conventional farming.

https://www.theguardian.com/sustain
able-business/2016/aug/14/organicfarming-agriculture-world-hunger
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Source 3: Study links pesticide to breathing problems in children
18th August 2017

A new study by the University of California,
Berkeley, suggests that elemental sulfur,
the most heavily used pesticide in
California, may harm the respiratory health
of children living near farms that use the
chemical.
Published this week in the journal
Environmental Health Perspectives, the
study establishes associations between
elemental sulfur use and reduced lung
function, more asthma-related symptoms
and higher asthma medication use in
children living about a half-mile, namely
800 metres, or less from recent elemental
sulfur applications compared to unexposed
children. Generally, considered to be safe
for the environment and human health by
the US Environmental Protection Agency,
elemental sulfur is allowed for use on
conventional and organic crops to control
fungus and other pests.
It is the most heavily used agricultural
pesticide in California and Europe,
according to a news release from UC
Berkeley. In California alone, more than 21
million kilos of elemental sulfur were
applied in agriculture in 2013. However,
previous studies have shown that
elemental sulfur is a respiratory irritant to
exposed farm workers. In the first study to
link agricultural use of sulfur with poorer
respiratory health in children living near
farms, Rachel Raanan, a UC Berkeley
postdoctoral fellow and the study’s lead
author, and her colleagues examined lung
function and asthma-related respiratory
symptoms in hundreds of children living
near fields where sulfur had been applied,
leading to the discovery of several

associations between poorer respiratory
health and nearby elemental sulfur use.
Among them, a 10-fold increase in the
estimated amount of elemental sulfur used
within a kilometre of a child’s residence
during the year prior to pulmonary
evaluation was associated with a 3.5-fold
increased odds in asthma medication usage
and a two-fold increased odds in
respiratory symptoms such as wheezing
and shortness of breath; and each 10-fold
increase in the amount of sulfur applied in
the previous 12 months within a 1-kilometre
radius of the home was associated with an
average decrease of 143 millilitres per
second (mL/s) in the maximal amount of
air that the seven-year-old children could
forcefully exhale in one second.
For comparison, the research has shown
that exposure to maternal cigarette smoke
is associated with a decrease of 101 mL/s
after five years of exposure. The study’s
authors call for more research to confirm
the findings and possible changes in
regulations and application methods to
limit impacts of sulfur use on respiratory
health.

http://www.nation.co.ke/business/see
dsofgold/pesticide-breathingproblems-in-children-living-nearfarms-/2301238-40627561d11b6/index.html

Grow it Yourself!

SDG Links

Explorer Challenge: How can we save water and grow tasty food at the same time?
5
mins

25
mins

Sometimes commercial farms (which sell fruit and vegetables to supermarkets) use large amounts of
water to grow crops and can contaminate the rivers and wetlands around them by using harmful pesticides
to grow crops. They also need to transport their crops from the farm to shops which can add to the
pollution in our environment.

Points:

200 points

Think of how amazing it would be if more people in the world used their own grey water and natural ways
to keep insects away from their crops. Not only could we save huge amounts of water, we would also have
less waste (by growing what we need).

Time:

90 mins

Subject links:

Discover what you need to create your own food! If you already have a school garden, think about how you
could improve it and make it more sustainable. 1.3.1 can be used as a guide to help you set up your garden,
but you might also like to do some research of your own. You could talk to local farmers, read gardening
books, research information online or even talk to other Water Explorer schools about what they’re doing.
Brainstorm the most creative ways you could use recycled materials in your garden. Think about ideas of
how to use unusual containers to grow food – a welly can make a great pot for growing carrots in! If you
don’t have space for a garden maybe you could use this idea or try growing some herbs?
Investigate how you can use rainwater and/or grey water in your garden to save water and energy. 1.3.2
can help with this.

60
mins

Begin building or improving your garden. Create a sign that explains what your Water Explorer group is
doing (e.g. ‘My food is clean, fresh and reduces water pollution!).

Set up a stall at your local market and sell the vegetables and fruit you grow or use them in the school
kitchen. Can you save your school or family money by growing your own food? Could you spend that
money on further water saving devices?

•

1.3.1 and 1.3.2

•

Garden Materials: compost,
seeds, containers, hand tools
etc.

What other skills has your team
gained whilst working on your
garden? E.g. have you become better
at communicating with each other?
Count how many people you talked
to about growing your own food.
Count how many people saw your
sign. Count how many people helped
you with your garden.

Grow it Yourself! – 1.3.1

How to create a garden
1 – Choose a Location
•
•
•

Choose an unused outdoor space in your school that is in a sunny spot.
Test the quality of the soil. Different plants grow best in different types of soil.
Decide how you will protect your garden from animals and other pests

2 – Create a Plan
•
•
•

Choose which fruits, herbs or vegetables you will grow. Think about what the
plants need to grow (for example, do they need lots of sun, or some shade?)
Create a plan showing when different plants will need to be sown and picked.
Get creative and think of recycled materials you could use in your garden. E.g.
old wellies, tyres, bathtubs, recycled timber, corrugated iron

Grow it Yourself! – 1.3.1

3 – Composting & Grey Water
•
•

Choose a way to fertilise your plants in a natural way. You could create a
composting worm farm to help with this.
Decide how you could water your plants. Use the information about
greywater in 1.3.2 to help you.

•

4 – Create Your Garden
•
•

Involve other people in building your garden. You could hold a gardening day
or put a notice in the school newsletter.
Visit or email local businesses and ask if they have any materials they could
donate to your garden.

5 – Looking After Your Garden
•
•
•

Remember to look after your garden by watering the plants, removing weeds,
and fertilising the soil.
Follow your plan and continue planting and gathering your plants throughout
the year.
Decide how you will use the produce you grow in your garden. You could use
it in your school kitchen, donate it to a local food bank or sell it at the markets.

Grow it Yourself – 1.3.2

How should I collect water?
Only 2.5% of the water on Earth is fresh water, and only 0.3% is easily accessible for us.
Water is a scarce resource and it makes sense to re-use it when we can. When we are
watering our plants it the water doesn’t need to be perfectly clean. It doesn’t even
matter if you wouldn’t drink it. Instead we can use greywater, or if we are lucky enough
to live in an area with enough rain, we can collect rain water.

W hat is greywater?
Greywater is waste water from your household that has not been in contact with
human waste. It comes from the bath, shower, bathroom sinks and washing machines.

W hy re-use greywater?
•
•

•

Water is an important resource that we need to use carefully
You will need to use less water from the tap which helps to save that water for
things like drinking, and also saves the energy that would have had to have been
used to clean the water
We don’t have to pay for water we re-use so it can help us save money

How can I collect greywater?
I can do this by myself
Use a bucket to scoop
water out after a bath.

Wash your dishes in a
bowl instead of
directly in the sink.

I might need help

Requires an expert

If you don’t use lots of
detergent you can
capture the rinse
water from your
washing machine.

Have an expert install
a greywater collection
filtration system to
collect greywater in
your house or school.

Use a siphon pump to
collect bath water.
Put a plastic bucket
under your sink to
save the water that
usually goes down the
drain.

Could your school
use greywater in
its garden?

Waterful Wetlands

SDG Links

Explorer Challenge: Find out how wetlands store and clean water

10

mins

Discuss what the word wetland means. Explain that wetlands are amazing natural
resources. They are basically ‘land’ that is ‘wet’ with shallow water. Wetlands can be
swamps, ponds, lakes, rivers or even coral reefs. They are an amazing resource in our
environment because they have the ability to clean dirty water. They are able to clean our
water for free!

Points:

200 points

Time:

60 mins

Subject links:

Create a list of adjectives to describe a wetland and/or draw what it might look like.
Discuss your experiences of visiting a wetland. What do you think the features of a ‘true’
wetland are? You might like to use 1.4.1 to support this.

10

mins

Think about the benefits of wetlands and the benefits they have for people and the
environment. Why is it important for people to look after wetlands? Wetlands are currently
facing challenges across the world. Since 1900 more than half of the world’s wetlands have
been destroyed. What challenges do you think wetlands are facing in your country? Use
1.4.2 to number the top three issues facing your country.

•

1.4.1 – 1.4.3

•

Model Supplies: 2L bottle with lid,
coarse sand, fine sand, small
stones, small bowls, scissors and
grass clippings.

Create a model wetland so that you can see how it filters water, you could use 1.4.3 as a
40
mins

guide. Why not go further and display it in your school for everyone to see? Alternatively
you could create a wetland awareness poster, write an acrostic poem or create a rap to
encourage people to look after this important environment.

Organise a visit to a nearby wetland. Why not get your Water Explorer team involved
with a wetland clean up?

How would you feel if all of the
wetlands in your country were to
disappear? What impact would it have
on wildlife?

Count how any people saw
your wetlands model.

Waterful Wetlands – 1.4.1

W hat is a wetland?

A wetland is basically ‘land’ that is ‘wet’ with shallow water. Anywhere that has shallow
water flooding the land, and plants rising up from it, is a wetland. Wetlands can be
filled with water all of the time or they can flood seasonally1.

W here are they?
Inland Wetlands
•
•
•
•
•
•

1

Ponds
Lakes
Rivers
Swamps
Floodplains
Marshes

Ramsar Fact Sheet www.ramsar.org

Coastal Wetlands
•
•
•
•
•

Lagoons
Coral Reefs
Mangroves
Estuaries
Saltwater Marshes

Waterful Wetlands – 1.4.1

W hy are W etlands important?
Ensure
FRESH WATER
Less than 1% of the World’s
freshwater is accessible for people to
use. Wetlands help to clean, purify
and filter harmful waste from water
to make it safe for humans to drink
and use.
Almost 2 billion people in Asia and
380 million Europeans depend on
wetlands for their water supply. 1

Helps with
shock
ABSORPTION

A type of grass wetland called a peatland
is very important for absorbing rainfall
which helps prevent floods and streams
from flooding.
Mangroves, saltmarshes and coral reefs
also help to reduce the speed and height
of storms which helps to fight climate
change.1

Important for
BIODIVERSITY

Guarantees our
FOOD SUPPLY

Wetlands are very important for
biodiversity (a name for the wide
range of plants and animals in the
world). They are home to more than
100 000 freshwater species of
animals and plants!

Rice needs wetlands to grow and with
nearly half of the world’s entire
population relying on rice in their diet it
certainly is important.1

Stores
CARBON
Wetlands store 30% of all the carbon
in the world. This is twice as much as
the amount of carbon in rainforests.
If we burn wetlands or drain them
for agriculture they emit carbon into
the air, which results in even more
climate change.

Humans eat an average of 19kg of fish
per year! Most of this fish comes from
coastal wetlands.

Supports
SUSTAINABILIT
Y

If we look after wetlands they can
help to support over 60 million
people worldwide who earn their
living from fishing.
Wetlands can also help to provide
timber for building, vegetable oil,
animal food and medicines.

Waterful Wetlands – 1.4.2

Challenges Facing W etlands
Humans don’t always understand the importance of wetlands. They see them as a taking up valuable land and drain away the water or fill them in
so that they can use that land to build on. Studies completed by scientists have shown that over 60% of the world’s wetlands have disappeared
since 1900.
Wetlands are one of the most threatened ecosystems in the entire world because…
Humans drain away the
water to create fields to grow
food crops.

Humans drain away the water to create
grassy pastures for their animals.

Humans cut down too many
trees to make timber.

Humans pollute the dams with toxic
chemicals and plastic which can dirty
the water harming plants and animals.

The water left over from
mining can pollute the water
in wetlands.

Humans destroy wetlands to use
the land for urban development to
build houses and shops.

Climate change can upset
the temperature and water
levels in wetlands.

Plants and animals that are not native
to the wetlands can upset the
balanced ecosystem in the wetland.

_______________________________________________________________
1 Enviro FACTS 26 sharenet@wessa.co.za January
2010

Humans burn the wetlands
without knowing how this
damages the plants and soil in
the wetlands.

Let’s shine a light on
the challenges facing
wetlands!

Waterful Wetlands – 1.4.3

Let’s Build a Model W etland!
Step 1 – Creating the Model

Materials
Materials:
1 empty 2L bottle with a lid
3 cups of coarse sand
2.5 cups of fine sand
1 handful of small stones
2 small bowls
1 pair of scissors
1 handful of grass clippings

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Get your 2L bottle and just below the neck cut it in half
lengthways down to the bottom. Be very careful not to damage
the neck.
Place your grass clipping inside the neck of the bottle to create a
plug.
Fill the bottom of the bottle with coarse sand.
Put a layer of fine sand on top of the coarse sand.
Place the stones in a small, tightly packed pile at the opposite end
of the lid.
Put the lid underneath the base of the bottle (on the side with the
stones) and rest the neck of the bottle into a small bowl.

Step 2 – Testing the Model
Slowly pour the water over the
stones like a waterfall. Watch it flow
through your wetland, through the
neck and into the little bowl.
What is the impact of the stones?
Would water run faster or slower if
they were not there?
Watch through the sides of the
bottle to see what happens. Notice
how the water level in the sand
rises? This is what happens with
groundwater in a real wetland.
Step 3 – Going Further
Using the spare small bowl, mix water with
dirt until it looks murky and middy.
Slowly pour the murky water over the
stones in the “wetland”. Has the colour of
the water changed? Why do you think this
is?

MiniSASS

SDG Links

Explorer Challenge: Is your water source polluted?

10

mins

Brainstorm threats and challenges that our freshwater resources around the world face.
What do you think are the biggest challenges our water sources are facing at the
moment?

Points:

300 points

Time:

60 mins

Focus on pollution – what impact can this have on a water source? What sources of
pollution might be impacting your local water source?

Subject links:

Discuss how the health and quality of a water source could be measured. Introduce the
idea of looking at macro-invertebrates (like dragonflies and crayfish) as an indication of
health. What would you expect to see in poor/good quality water?
Visit a nearby water source (e.g. a river.). Using 1.5.1 as a guide for your activity, work in
45
mins

groups to collect a sample of macro-invertebrates. Identify them using the Dichotomous
Key in 1.5.2 and record your observations using the score card in 1.5.1.
You might also like to try other tests which can be downloaded from www.minisass.org

•

1.5.1 and 1.5.2

•

Fieldwork Materials: Nets, trays/icecream tubs, pencils, recording
sheets, suitable clothing/footwear,
soap and magnifying glasses
(optional).

Discuss your results with your group. What did you notice about the quality of the water?
What local sources of pollution may have had an impact on the water quality?

5
mins

Register online with www.minisass.org Explore the Google Map and upload your results.

Continue monitoring the water source you have chosen throughout the year during different
seasons or after different weather events. Interpret your results and think about why they might be
similar or different to your previous results.

How pollution that humans put in
our freshwater supplies affects
animals as well as people.

How can you share your
results with the rest of the
school?

MiniSASS – 1.5.1

miniSASS is a simple tool that can be used to monitor the health of a river. It uses the
composition of macroinvertebrates (small animals without backbones) living in rivers and is
based on the sensitivity of the various animals to water quality. (Note: miniSASS does NOT
measure the contamination of the water by bacteria and viruses and thus does not determine if
the river water is fit to drink).
Equipment List
Net
White container / tray / icecream tub
Pencil
Shoes/gumboots
Hand wash / soap
Magnifying glass (optional)
Large tweezers (optional)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Method
The best sites are those with rocks in moving water. You will need to decide whether your river
is a ‘Rocky Type River’ (has a rocky bank) or a ‘Sandy Type River’ (sand or fine gravel).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Whilst holding a small net in the current, disturb the stones, vegetation, sand etc. with
your feet or hands.
You can also lift stones out of the current and pick insects off gently with your fingers
or tweezers.
Do this for about 5 minutes whilst moving across the river to different habitats.
Rinse the net and empty the contents into a plastic tray. Identify each group using the
dichotomous key
Mark the identified insects off on the identification guide.
Fill in the site information and add up the sensitivity scores to determine the average
score (see scoring sheet on back page).
Remember to WASH your hands when done!

MiniSASS – 1.5.1

Scoring
1.
2.
3.
4.

On this table circle the sensitivity scores of the identified insects.
Add up all of the sensitivity scores.
Divide the total of the sensitivity score by the number of groups identified.
The result is the average score, which can be interpreted into an ecological category
using the table on the next page.

GROUPS

SENSITIVITY SCORE

Flat worms
Worms
Leeches
Crabs or shrimps

3
2
2
6

Stoneflies

17

Minnow mayflies
Other mayflies
Damselflies

5
11
4

Dragonflies
Bugs or beetles
Caddisflies (cased & uncased)
True flies
Snails

6
5
9
2
4

TOTAL SCORE
NUMBER OF GROUPS
AVERAGE SCORE
Average Score = Total Score ÷ Number of groups
Interpretation of the miniSASS score: Although an ideal sample site has rocky, sandy, and
vegetation habitats, not all habitats are always present at a site. If your river does not have
rocky habitats use the sandy type category to interpret your scores.

MiniSASS – 1.5.1

Ecological category
(Condition)

River category
Sandy Type

Rocky Type

Unmodified
(NATURAL condition)

> 6.9

> 7.9

Largely natural/few
modifications
(GOOD condition)

5.8 to 6.9

6.8 to 7.9

Moderately modified
(FAIR condition)

4.9 to 5.8

6.1 to 6.8

Largely modified
(POOR condition)

4.3 to 4.9

5.1 to 6.1

< 4.3

< 5.1

Seriously/critically modified
(VERY POOR condition)

MiniSASS – 1.5.2

MiniSASS – 1.5.2

Map it!

SDG Links

Explorer Challenge: How do people around the world access water?
Explore the different ways that people around the world access water using 2.1.1.
30
mins

Discuss why you think it might be more challenging for some people to access clean
drinking water. How does it affect women and girls when water is difficult to access?
Research the percentage of people in different countries who have access to clean
drinking water. Using a blank map (2.1.2), illustrate the percentages that you have
researched using a key, colours and symbols. For each country create a symbol or
write down the main way people access water.

20
mins
10

Discover how to say ‘we want clean water!’ in the 10 countries that have the lowest
percentage of people with access to clean water (2.1.3). Write these phrases on the
maps you have created.

Points:

100 points

Time:

60 mins

Subject links:

•

2.1.1 – 2.1.3

Teach the whole school how to say these new phrases, and share your maps. Talk
about what you learnt about how people access water around the world.

mins

What you would miss out on if you
had to spend hours every day
walking to collect water? How would
it impact the rest of your life?

Learn a traditional song from one of the 10 countries you explored and perform it in an assembly with
some facts about access to clean water. Count how many people saw your assembly.

Count how many people you taught
to say ‘we want clean water!’ in
another language. Count how many
people have seen your map.

Map It – 2.1.1

People all around the world access water in different ways, even people in the
same country can have different experiences accessing water. This table shows
the main ways that people collect water around the world.
How do
people access
water? 1

Bottled Water

Cart with
small
tank/drum or
Tanker Truck

Dug Well

Is it safe to drink?

Explanation

Sometimes when there is
no fresh water available
people have no choice but
to buy bottled water.
Unfortunately not everyone
can afford to do this.
When piped water is not
available some people
might buy water from carts
or trucks with water tanks.
Using the tap on the truck
they can pay for the water
and fill up their own
containers. People don’t
always know whether the
water is safe to drink.
A hole is dug into the
ground until the water
table is hit. They are usually
shaped like a cylinder with
concrete or rock walls.

Map It – 2.1.1

Public Taps or
stand pipes

Hand pumps or taps that
are placed somewhere in
the middle of a town for all
people to access.
Tanks such as water butts
capture and collect
rainwater.

Rainwater

Surface Water

Taps inside a
building

Water that collects on the
surface of the ground such
as a river, dam, lake, pond,
stream or canal. Surface
water is not usually safe to
drink unless it is treated.
Water is piped from a Water
Treatment Facility into a
person’s house. They access
the water by turning on
their taps.

Tube Well or
Bore Hole

An iron pipe with a steel
point is dug into the ground
until it reaches ground
water. A suction pump is
then used to bring the water
to the surface.

Springs

A spring is where water
naturally runs up from the
ground to the surface. To
make the water safe to
drink the spring needs to be
protected by a concrete
barrier with a tap.

Map It – 2.1.1

Unfortunately, when people collect water it is not always safe to drink. The
following table shows some countries and the percentage of people who have
access to clean drinking water.

Country

Percentage of people with access to clean
drinking water

Afghanistan
Cambodia
China
Dominican Republic of Congo
Ethiopia
France
Haiti
Indonesia
Ireland
Mozambique
Nigeria
South Africa
Switzerland
Tanzania
Zambia

1 World Health Organisation (2016). Population using improved drinking-water

sources. In Global Health Observatory Visualizations. Retrieved from
(http://apps.who.int/gho/data/node.wrapper.imr?x-id=8

Verill, C. (2016, March 2017). 17 images showing how countries facing dire water
shortages across the globe get this vital resource. Business Insider UK.
http://uk.businessinsider.com/how-different-countries-get-their-water-2016-3

64%
71%
92%
47%
52%
100%
62%
83%
100%
49%
64%
95%
100%
53%
63%

Map It – 2.1.2

Map It – 2.1.3

We Want Clean Water
Can you say ‘We Want Clean Water!’ in the language of 10 different countries with the lowest percentage of people with access to clean water?
Percentage of people with
access to clean water

Country Name

Official Language

We Want Clean Water

47%

Democratic Republic of Congo

French

Nous voulons de l’eau propre

49%

Mozambique

Portuguese

Queremos água limpa

52%

Ethiopia

Amharic

ንጹህ ውሃ እንፈልጋለን
nits’uhi wiha inifeligaleni

53%

Tanzania

Swahili

Tunataka maji safi

62%

Haiti

French

Nous voulons de l'eau potable

63%

Zambia

English

We want clean water

64%

Nigeria

English

We want clean water

64%

Afghanistan

Pashto

موږ پاکو اوبو غواړو

71%

Cambodia

Khmer

យ ើងចង់បានទឹកស្អាត

83%

Indonesia

Indonesian

yeung chngban tuk saat
Kita menginginkan air bersih

Rap Tap Tap

SDG Links

Explorer Challenge: Create a rap about saving water!
10

mins

Reflect on the ways different people access water around the world (2.2.1). Does everyone have
easy access to water? If you found it harder to access water, would you change the ways you use
it?

Points:

100 points

It is important for people around the world to use water wisely. Brainstorm some of the water
saving tips you have learnt in the Water Explorer program.

Time:

60 mins

Subject links:

Read the sample raps in 2.2.2 aloud. These raps have been written by children around the world.
Which parts of each rap did you like? Why?

40
mins

Using your brainstorm from earlier in the lesson create your own rap. Your rap should encourage
people to save water. Try to create simple backing rhythm for your rap by using body percussion
(e.g. by clapping your hands and/or stomping your feet). For some tips on writing your rap, look at
2.2.3.

•

2.2.1 – 2.2.3

Rehearse your raps with a partner in the class. Can you describe the parts which make their rap
successful?

10

mins

Perform your rap to another class or at your water festival. Why not perform this at lunch or after
school in the playground – Flash Mob Style?
Rapping about water saving helps us to
spread our message in a creative way.
Can you think of other ways we can use
our creativity to communicate?

Can you share your rap with even more people? Video call another Water Explorer team and perform
your rap. Film your rap and upload it to your school website for other people to see. Perform your
rap at a community event.

Count the number of people
who heard your rap.

Rap tap tap– 2.2.1

People all around the world access water in different ways, even people in the
same country can have different experiences accessing water. This table shows
the main ways that people collect water around the world.
How do
people access
water? 1

Bottled Water

Cart with
small
tank/drum or
Tanker Truck

Dug Well

Is it safe to drink?

Explanation

Sometimes when there is
no fresh water available
people have no choice but
to buy bottled water.
Unfortunately not everyone
can afford to do this.
When piped water is not
available some people
might buy water from carts
or trucks with water tanks.
Using the tap on the truck
they can pay for the water
and fill up their own
containers. People don’t
always know whether the
water is safe to drink.
A hole is dug into the
ground until the water
table is hit. They are usually
shaped like a cylinder with
concrete or rock walls.

Rap tap tap – 2.2.1

Public Taps or
stand pipes

Hand pumps or taps that
are placed somewhere in
the middle of a town for all
people to access.
Tanks such as water butts
capture and collect
rainwater.

Rainwater

Surface Water

Taps inside a
building

Water that collects on the
surface of the ground such
as a river, dam, lake, pond,
stream or canal. Surface
water is not usually safe to
drink unless it is treated.
Water is piped from a Water
Treatment Facility into a
person’s house. They access
the water by turning on
their taps.

Tube Well or
Bore Hole

An iron pipe with a steel
point is dug into the ground
until it reaches ground
water. A suction pump is
then used to bring the water
to the surface.

Springs

A spring is where water
naturally runs up from the
ground to the surface. To
make the water safe to
drink the spring needs to be
protected by a concrete
barrier with a tap.

Rap tap tap – 2.2.1

Unfortunately, when people collect water it is not always safe to drink. The
following table shows some countries and the percentage of people who have
access to clean drinking water.

Country

Percentage of people with access to clean
drinking water

Afghanistan
Cambodia
China
Democratic Republic of Congo
Ethiopia
France
Haiti
Indonesia
Ireland
Mozambique
Nigeria
South Africa
Switzerland
Tanzania
Zambia

1 World Health Organisation (2016). Population using improved drinking-water

sources. In Global Health Observatory Visualizations. Retrieved from
(http://apps.who.int/gho/data/node.wrapper.imr?x-id=8

Verill, C. (2016, March 2017). 17 images showing how countries facing dire water
shortages across the globe get this vital resource. Business Insider UK.
http://uk.businessinsider.com/how-different-countries-get-their-water-2016-3

64%
71%
92%
47%
52%
100%
62%
83%
100%
49%
64%
95%
100%
53%
63%

Rap tap tap – 2.2.2

W ater Rap

Drink a litre every day,
Helps us learn, hip, hip hooray!
Water for us every day?
In some countries… no way!
Water’s needed to keep us alive.
Without it…
We can’t survive!

Rap tap tap – 2.2.2

Slow the Flow of H 20!
This is a rap about turning off your tap.
Save all the drops to feed all your crops!
We also care about water pollution
So picking up that rubbish is the real solution!
Bring the waste to a stop
Make sure you save every drop!
Water, water everywhere,
Try to save some if you really care!!
Be a pro and save H20
Before you nap turn off that tap!
Put a stop to that drip,
Come on, come on don’t leave the tap on!
(Written by one of our great Water Explorers!)

Rap tap tap – 2.2.3

Key Message

Rhyme

Before you start writing make a list of
all the water saving facts you want
someone to learn from your rap.

Rhyming words can make your rap
sound catchy.
e.g. have a 4 minute shower not a bath, cut
your water use in half!

e.g. taking shorter showers saves water

Become a rap
master & save
water with
these tips!

Metaphor

Making a comparison between two
things that aren't alike but have
something in common.
e.g. Don’t be a pig, throw that rubbish in the
bin so it doesn’t pollute the water

Rhythm

Creating a pattern in rap helps your writing to
flow. You can create rhythm by sticking to the
same number of syllables in each line, or by
creating a beat to stick to.

Personification

Giving something a human quality or
feeling can help us to connect more
with an idea.
e.g. Raindrops cry when they fall down the
drain instead of into a water butt

Repetition

Repeating words makes the listener
remember them.
e.g. turn off the tap, turn off the tap, when
you wash your hands, turn off the tap

Similes

Comparing two similar things using the word
like or as can help to build a picture of what is
happening in your listener’s mind
e.g. save rainwater – be like a bucket!

A Day in the Life

SDG Links

Explorer Challenge: Save water as you live a day in the life of someone else
Have you ever wondered what life is really like for someone else? If you lived with a
45
mins

different family or in a different country would you use water differently? Today is
your chance to live a day in the life of someone else. Find out how they access water,
the choices they have to make, and how it all affects their life.
Play ‘A day in the Life’ using the facilitation notes in 2.3.1 to help you.

15 Think about how people treated water differently when they had to walk and collect

mins

the water instead of turning on a tap. How can people who have easy access to water
at home save water? E.g. Have a shorter shower. Share your idea with a partner.
Choose a water saving action and write a water saving pledge (2.3.14).

Points:

200 points

Time:

60 mins

Subject links:

•

2.3.1 – 2.3.14

Create a display of everyone’s pledges in the shape of a globe.

Is it fair that the children in this
game don’t have the same access to
water? How would this inequality
impact their futures?

Connect with a school from a different country with a video call. Ask what challenges they face using
water in their own country. Present what you have learned to the rest of the school!

Count how many people
saw your display of
pledges.

A Day In The Life – 2.3.1

Facilitation Notes

Focus Areas
➢ Different parts of the world use different amounts of water in different ways.
➢ Some people do not have easy access to water and that can have a big impact on
their life.
Aim of the Game
To act out the life of a young person’s day hour by hour and understand how water
plays a part in it?
Important Note
Remind students that this is only an example of one person’s life in each country. In
all countries around the world there are people who have different ways of accessing
water. In America there are some people who get their water from taps and don’t
have to use it as wisely, but there are also others who struggle to access water and
might have to rely on bottled water.

A Day In The Life – 2.3.1

Instructions
1. Split into 5 country teams ( Ghana, India, UK, Uruguay and USA)
2. Give each country team their profile card to read – take note of the water
allowance (2.3.3 – 2.3.7)
3. Give each country their ‘A Day in the Life’ worksheet (2.3.8 – 2.3.12)
4. Now you can start to play ‘A Day in a Life’ by displaying slide 1 of 2.3.2.
a. Every group should work through the tasks in their country worksheet
(be creative and act it out) whilst recording how much water has been
used for each task.
b. The facilitator should change the time in 2.3.2 every few minutes
throughout the game to keep groups moving along at the same pace.
c. At 6pm (slide 15) hand out 2.3.13 ‘Issue Card’.
5. Once the day is over, each group adds up how much water they have used
throughout the whole day.
6. End of game.

Top Tips
1. Why not use counters to represent water. Each counter could represent one
litre of water. (You might want to prepare this ahead of time).
2. Encourage role play.
3. Use whole numbers – round up.

Group / Class Discussion
Take a summary from each country about their findings. Use these questions to draw
out some of their experiences:
➢ Which countries do you think used too much water? How could they have
saved more water?
➢ Which countries didn’t have enough water to use? Were they too cautious
when using water?
➢ Where did you use the most water?
➢ Were there any parts in the challenge where you think you could have used
less water?
➢ Did you waste any water / have any water left over?
➢ How did you feel as the day went on?

A Day In the Life

A day in the life – 2.3.2

Global Water - Resource 1 - Clock

HAND OUT ISSUE
CARDS

HAND OUT ISSUE
CARDS

A day in the life - 2.3.3

Instructions
Your daily water allowance = 40 Litres

You need to work your way through a day in the life of Aeymo, to find out about how she uses water.
You will do this by carrying out the activities on the worksheet at the correct time according to the
clock at the front of the class.To have water to use for your daily activities, you will need to collect
water tokens from your water source. Your water source is the White Volta River.
When you reach activities that require you to use water, you will have to decide how much of your
water to use. To do this, you will need to think about:
1. How much water do we have?
2. How much water will the activity need?
3. When is the next time we will be able to get more water?

Record how much water you use for each activity on your worksheet and then
calculate how much water you have left.

Top tips
 Divide up different tasks
amongst everyone in your
group.
 When you don’t have any
activities, watch and listen
to the other groups.
 Get into character and act
it out!

A day in the life - 2.3.3

Ghana Profile
Area: 238,537 km2
Capital City: Accra
Population: Over 25 million
Average Temperature: 26°C
Ghana

Personal Profile
Name: Aemyo
Age: 14 years old
Sex: Female
Water Source: White Volta River

Water
Source: TheYour
White
Volta
River You are a 14 year girl from Ghana in Africa. You live in the Aurigo village, Bolgatanga District in the upper east region of
Description:
name
is Aemyo.
Ghana.

You live in a 2 bedroom house with your mother and father. You go to a local secondary school 3 days a week, the remainder of your week is spent helping
your mother in the house or your dad on his maize farm. You have one pet donkey that helps at the farm, he is called Ebo.

Water Source: The White Volta River

A day in the life - 2.3.4

Instructions
Your daily water allowance = 40 Litres

You need to work your way through a day in the life of Amit, to find out about how he uses water. You will do this by
carrying out the activities on the worksheet at the correct time according to the clock at the front of the class.
To have water to use for your daily activities, you will need to collect water tokens from
your water source. Your water source is a water pump.
When you reach activities that require you to use water, you will have to decide how
much of your water to use. To do this, you will need to think about:
1. How much water do we have?
2. How much water will the activity need?
3. When is the next time we will be able to get more water?
Record how much water you use for each activity on your worksheet and then calculate
how much water you have left.

Top tips
 Divide up different tasks
amongst everyone in your
group.
 When you don’t have any
activities, watch and listen
to the other groups.
 Get into character and act
it out!

A day in the life - 2.3.4

India Profile
Area: 3,288,000 km2
Capital City: New Delhi
Population: Over 1.2 billion
Average Temperature:
29°C

Personal Profile
Name: Amit
Age: 12 years old
Sex: Male
Water Source: Water Pump

Chhattisgarh

Description: Your name is Amit. You are a 12 year boy from Chhattisgarh in India. You live in Raipur, the largest city in the state.
You live in a 2 roomed house with your mother and two brothers. You go to a local secondary school 4 days a week, the remainder of your week is
spent helping your family and playing with the friends in your neighbourhood.

A day in the life - 2.3.5

Instructions
Your daily water allowance = 180 Litres
You need to work your way through a day in the life of William, to find out about how he uses water. You will do this
by carrying out the activities on the worksheet at the correct time according to the clock at the front of the class.
To have water to use for your daily activities, you will need to collect water tokens from
your water source. Your water source(s) are taps.
When you reach activities that require you to use water, you will have to decide how
much of your water to use. To do this, you will need to think about:
1. How much water do we have?
2. How much water will the activity need?
Record how much water you use for each activity on your worksheet and then calculate
how much water you have left.

Top tips
 Divide up different tasks
amongst everyone in your
group.
 When you don’t have any
activities, watch and listen
to the other groups.
 Get into character and act
it out!

A day in the life - 2.3.5

UK Profile

Area: 243,610 km2
Capital City: London
Population: Over 64 million
Average Temperature: 13°C

Personal Profile
Name: William
Age: 15 years old
Sex: Male
Water Source: Taps

South East
England

Description: Your name is William. You are a 15 year old boy from a small town in South East England.
You live in a 4 bedroom house with your mother, father and older sister. You go to a local secondary school 5 days a week, the remainder of your
week is spent playing with your friends and playing rugby. You have three pets, one dog named Barney and two rabbits called Carrot and Tops.

Water Source: The White Volta River

A day in the life - 2.3.6

Instructions
Your daily water allowance = 40 Litres

You need to work your way through a day in the life of Valentina, to find out about how she uses water. You will do
this by carrying out the activities on the worksheet at the correct time according to the clock at the front of the
class.
To have water to use for your daily activities, you will need to collect water tokens
from your water source. Your water sources are a well and a water tank.
When you reach activities that require you to use water, you will have to decide
how much of your water to use. To do this, you will need to think about:
1. How much water do we have?
2. How much water will the activity need?
3. When is the next time we will be able to get more water?
Record how much water you use for each activity on your worksheet and then
calculate how much water you have left.

Top tips
 Divide up different tasks
amongst everyone in your
group.
 When you don’t have any
activities, watch and listen
to the other groups.
 Get into character and act
it out!

A day in the life - 2.3.6

Uruguay Profile
Area: 176,215 km2
Capital City: Montevideo
Population: Over 3.4 million
Average Temperature: 29°C

Personal Profile
Name: Valentina
Age: 15 years old
Sex: Female
Water Source: Well & Water Tank

Description: Your name is Valentina. You are a 15 year old girl from Uruguay. You live in Rocha, a small coastal town.
You live in a 3 roomed house with your grandmother, father and two brothers. You go to a local secondary school 4 days a
week, the remainder of your week is spent helping your family and playing with your siblings.

A day in the life - 2.3.7

Instructions
Your daily water allowance = 350 Litres
You need to work your way through a day in the life of Darlene, to find out about how she uses water. You will do
this by carrying out the activities on the worksheet at the correct time according to the clock at the front of the
class.
To have water to use for your daily activities, you will need to collect water tokens from
your water source. Your water source(s) are taps.
When you reach activities that require you to use water, you will have to decide how
much of your water to use. To do this, you will need to think about:
1. How much water do we have?
2. How much water will the activity need?
Record how much water you use for each activity on your worksheet and then calculate
how much water you have left.

Top tips
 Divide up different tasks
amongst everyone in your
group.
 When you don’t have any
activities, watch and listen
to the other groups.
 Get into character and act
it out!

A day in the life - 2.3.7

USA Profile
Area: 24,709,000 km2
Capital: Washington, D.C.,
Population: Over 316 million
Average Temperature: 18°C

Personal Profile
Name: Darlene
Age: 13 years old
Sex: Female
Water Source: Taps

South
Dakota

Description: Your name is Darlene. You are a 13 year old girl living on a farm in Sioux Falls, the largest city in South Dakota.
You live in a 6 bedroom house with your mother, father, 3 sisters and 3 brothers. You go to a local secondary school 5 days a week, the remainder
of your week is spent playing with your siblings and helping your parents on the ranch.
Your farm has 15 horses of which you help look after 2 young horses called Ginger and Smudge.

START 5:00am Collect W ater
Walk 4 miles to the White Volta River to
collect 15 Litres of water.

7:00am Use W ater
Arrive home to distribute water

9:00am
Walk 2.5 miles to school

• Drinking water (for 3 people + donkey)
• Body Wash (for 3 people)
• Toilet (for 3 people)

Total litres used:

Total litres left:

10:00pm Use W ater
Help Mum with chores. Wash clothes and
hang on the line

Drinking
Washing
Toilet

How much water did you use?
Drinking

How much water have you used so far?

A Day in the Life:
GHANA

L

9:00pm Use W ater
Ebo the donkey is dusty and thirsty from working with your dad on the farm.

6:00pm
Open your Issue Card Envelope.

• Washing water (for 1 donkey)
• Drinking water (for 1 donkey)

How much water did you have to use?

How much water did you use?

Issue

Washing
L
Drinking _______ L

How much water have you used so far?

L

• Toilet (for 3 people)

How much water did you user?
L

[Type here]

How much water have you used so far?

7:00pm Use W ater
Visit elderly lady next door that you share water
with each night as she lives on her own.
• Water for Elderly lady

How much water did you use?
Elderly lady

L

How much water have you used so far? ______ L

1:00pm
School finishes.
Walk 2.5 miles home

2:00pm Collect W ater
Walk 4 miles to White Volta River to collect 25
Litres of water. You are tired from previous travel
so the journey takes an extra hour.
Take 1 trip to the river and collect 25 Litres

L

How much water have you used so far?

8:00pm Use W ater
All family members must use the toilet before it gets
dark.

______

L

L

How much water do you have left?

L

How much water have you used so far?

_____ L

• Clothes Wash (3 people)

Washing

_________ L

• Drinking water (for 1 person)

L
L
L

How much water did you use?

Toilet

12:00pm Use W ater
Have a drink of water with your lunch

How much water did you use?

FINISH 11:00pm
Go to bed

10:00am
School starts

L
5:00pm Use W ater
Arrive home to help Mum with dinner and clear up
afterwards
• Cooking water (meal for 3 people)
• Cleaning pots & pans water (meal for 3 people)
• Drinking water (table water for 3 people)

How much water did you use?
Cooking water
L
Cleaning pots and pans water
Drinking water
L

L

How much water have you used so far?

L

7:00am Use W ater
Arrive home to distribute water

START 6:00am Collect W ater
Walk 0.2 miles to the water pump to
collect 25 Litres of water.

8:00am Use W ater
Walk to the nearest community latrine.

• Drinking water (for 4 people)
• Cooking water (meal for 4 people)
• Body wash (4 people)

• Wash hands (for 4 people)
• Wash feet (for 4 people)
• Toilet water (for 4 people)

How much water did you use?

FINISH 10:00pm
Go to bed.

Drinking
Cooking
Washing

Total litres used:

How much water did you use?

L
L
L

Washing hands
Washing feet
Water for toilet hole

How much water have you used so far?

Total litres left:

A Day in the
Life: INDIA

• Body wash (3 people)

How much water did you use?
Washing

L

How much water do you have left?

L
L

L

How much water have you used so far?

L

9:00pm Use W ater
Help Mum wash brothers and wash yourself

9:00am
Walk 1 mile to
school

L

L

10:00am
School starts

12:00pm Use W ater
Have a drink of water with your lunch
• Drinking water (for 1 person)

How much water did you use?
Drinking

L

3:00pm
School finishes.
Walk 1 mile home

How much water have you used so far?
L

8:00pm Use W ater
Help Mum wash clothes and hang them
on the line
• Washing water (4 peoples clothes)

How much water did you use?
Washing

L

How much water have you used so far?
L

6:00pm
Open your Issue Card Envelope.

7 :00pm Use W ater

Before it gets dark all family members must
travel to the community latrine.
• Wash hands (for 4 people)
• Wash feet (for 4 people)
• Toilet water (for 4 people)

L
L

L

5:00pm Use W ater
Arrive home to help Mum with dinner and clear up
afterwards
• Cooking water (meal for 4 people)
• Cleaning pots & pans water (meal for 4 people)
• Drinking water (table water for 4 people)

How much water did you use?
L

How much water have you used so far?
L

Issue

How much water have you used so
far?
__________L

How much water did you use?
Washing hands
Washing feet
Water for toilet hole

How much water did you have to
use?

4:00pm Collect W ater
Walk 0.2 miles to the Water Pump,
spend 30 minutes queuing and collect
15L

Cooking water
L
Cleaning pots and pans water
Drinking water
L

L

How much water have you used so far?

L

8:00am Use W ater
Distribute your morning water use

START 7:30am Collect W ater
Walk 5 metres to the kitchen tap to collect
50 Litres of water.

8:30am
Catch the bus to
school, 10 miles

• Brush teeth (for 1 person)
• Shower (for 1 person)
• Drinking water (for 1 person)
• Toilet (for 1 person)

11:00am Use W ater
Use water at break time

How much water did you use?
Teeth
L
Shower
L
Drinking
L
Toilet __________L

FINISH 9:00pm
Go to bed

Total litres used:

How much water have you used so far?

Total litres left:

• 5 minute Shower (water for 1 person)
• Brush teeth (water for 1 person)

How much water did you use?

L

Drinking
L
Toilet
_______ L

5:00pm Use W ater
It’s your turn to clean out the rabbit hutches and water the
animals.

How much water did you use?
Shower __________ L
Teeth
L

How much water do you have left?

• Drinking water (for 1 person)
• Toilet (for 1 person)

A Day in the Life:
UK

8:00pm Use W ater
Get ready for bed. Because there is a water
shortage in the area you have a shower instead of a
bath.

• Cleaning water (water for 2 hutches)
• Drinking water (water for 2 rabbits)
• Drinking water (water for 1 dog)

L

How much water did you use?

How much have you used so far?
6:00pm
Open your Issue Card Envelope.

• Drinking water (table water for 4) people)
• Dishwater (1 load)

How much water did you use?

How much water have you used so far?

L

1 :00pm Use W ater

Use water at lunch time
• Drinking water (for 1 person)
• Toilet (for 1 person)

How much water did you use?
Drinking
L
Toilet
________ L

________ L
L

3:00pm School finishes.
Catch the bus home 10 miles

How much water did you have to use?

4:00pm Collect W ater
It’s been a really hot day so you invite
your friends over for a water fight.

How much water have you used so far?

Take 1 trip to the Kitchen
Tap and attach the hosepipe.
Collect 130L of water

Issue

Drinking
L
Dishwater _______ L

How much water have you used so far? ____L

How much water have you used so far?

Drinking water
L
Cleaning water _________ L

7:00pm Use W ater
Have dinner with family and help to load the
dishwasher.

9:00am
School starts

L

L

START 7:00am Collect W ater
Walk 100 feet to pump the well to pump
water to the water tank. Your brother shouts
to you when the water tank on top of the
house is full.
Take 1 trip to the well and collect 25 Litres

9:00am Use W ater
Distribute your morning water use. The tank
holds the water which you control by pulling on a
cord.

8:00am Use W ater
The water is too contaminated to drink, boil
the water on a stove and leave to cool.
• Drinking water (for 5 people)

• Brush teeth (for 5 people)
• Quick shower (for 5 people)

How much water did you use?
Drinking

L

How much water did you use?
Teeth
____
Showers

How much water have you used so far?

FINISH 10:00pm
Go to bed

______L

How much water have you used so far?

9:00pm Use W ater
The water is too contaminated to drink,
boil the water on a stove and leave to
cool.

Total litres used:
_______ L
Total litres left:
________ L

_______ L

A Day in the
Life: URUGUAY

• Drinking water (for 5 people)

How much water did you use?
Drinking

L

10:00am Use W ater
Visit the toilet before leaving for school. To flush the
toilet you must pour cups of water into the toilet bowl.
• Toilet (for 5 people)

How much water did you use?

How
much water do you have left?
8:00pm Use
W ater
L and hang on the line
Wash clothes

6:00pm
Open your Issue Card Envelope.

Toilet

L

How much water have you used so far?

L

How much water did you have to use?

• Washing water (5 people’s clothes)

Issue

How much water did you use?
Washing

L
L

L

How much water have you used so far?

L

L

How much water have you used so far?

11:00am
Walk 1 mile to school

12:00pm
School starts

L

7:00pm Use W ater
Help Grandmother with dinner and clear up afterwards
• Cooking water (meal for 5 people)
• Cleaning pots & pans water (meal for 5 people)

How much water did you use?
Cooking water
L
Cleaning pots and pans water

L

How much water have you used so far?

L

4:00pm Collect W ater
Walk 100 feet to pump the well to pump water
to the water tank. Your brother is at work so
you must check yourself that the water tank
doesn’t overflow.
Take 3 trips to the well
Collecting 5L at a time.

3:00pm
School finishes.
Walk 1 mile home

8:00am Use W ater
Distribute your morning water use
• Brush teeth (for 1 person)
• Shower (for 1 person)
• Drinking water (for 1 person)
• Toilet (for 1 person)

START 7:00am
Collect W ater

FINISH 10:00pm
Go to bed
Total litres used:

Walk 10 metres to the
kitchen tap to collect
200 Litres of water.

Total litres left:

How much water did you use?
Teeth _____ L
Shower
L
Drinking _
L
Toilet
_________ L

9:00pm Use W ater
Help Mum wash your 3
brothers
• Bath
8:00pm Use W ater
Help Mom with the chores
• Load and turn on dishwasher
• Load and turn on washing machine

How much water did you
use?
Bath

___ L

How much water do you
have left?
L

______ L

A Day in the
Life: USA

Dishwasher
__ ___ L
Washing machine ________ L

How much water have you used so far

How much water did you use?
Drinking

L

How much water have you used so far?

6:00pm
Open your Issue Card Envelope

How much water did you have to use?
Issue

L

How much water have you used so far?
L

L

Drinking
L
Toilet
_______ L

1:00pm Use W ater
Use water at lunch time
• Drinking water (for 1 person)
• Toilet (for 1 person)

4:00pm Collect W ater
It’s been a really hot day so you and your siblings
fill the garden paddling pool with water.

How much water did you use?

Take 1 trip to the Kitchen
Tap and attach the hosepipe.
Collect 150L of water

How much water have you used so far?

5:00pm Use W ater
Help parents on farm by watering all of the horses
• Drinking water (water for 15 horses)

How much water did you use?
Drinking water

11:00am Use W ater
Use water at break time
• Drinking water (for 1 person)
• Toilet (for 1 person)

How much water have you used so far?

How much water did you use?

• Drinking water (table water for 9 people)

10:00am
School starts

How much water did you use?

How much water have you used so far?

7:00pm Use W ater
Have dinner with family

9:00am
Catch the bus to school,
0.5 miles

L

Drinking
L
Toilet
________ L

3:00pm
School finishes.
Catch the bus home 0.5 miles

L

L
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A day in the life - 2.3.14

Water Pledge Cards

To save water I will…

To save water I will…

To save water I will…

To save water I will…

To save water I will…

To save water I will…

Drenched or Dry

SDG Links

Explorer Challenge: How does your weather compare?

20
Weather conditions vary across the world. What is the weather like where you live?
mins
Research the weather in your town, city or country. How much does it rain? Are
there any weather patterns that affect how much rain you get? You can use the
glossary of words in 2.4.1 to help you.

Points:

200 points

Time:

60 mins

Subject links:

Find out about flooding and/or drought in your country (these might need to be
20
mins

provided by the teacher). Look at the news. Are there any droughts or floods at the
moment? How are people’s lives being affected? You could also look at old
photographs or even talk to people who lived through a drought or flood. How do
floods and droughts affect how people use or access water? Do you think there is a
link between greenhouse gas emissions and climate change which can lead to
flooding or droughts?

•

2.4.1

20
Connect with another school in a different country to compare the weather where
mins

you live. Share your own experiences with floods and/or droughts. You could have a
video call, write the other school a letter or send them an email.
Communities that have been affected by
droughts or flooding. How would they
feel? How would life change during a
drought or flood?

Create a flood or drought collage to remind people why we need to reduce our carbon footprint. Try
to use as many recycled materials as you can. Display your collage in a public space like a community
centre or library. Count how many people saw your display.

Count how many people you
spoke to in the other school.

Drenched or Dry – 2.4.1

Glossary of Helpful W ords
W ord
Blizzard

Definition
A storm with heavy snow and strong winds.
The usual weather patterns or types of weather a place has over a long
Climate
amount of time.
Climate Change When the climate of a place begin to change.
When there is less rainfall than normal for long period of time, water
Drought
sources start to dry up.
When a water source (e.g. rivers, dams) over fills with water causing
Flood
the land around it to become water logged.
When heat energy from the sun reaches the Earth, lots of it bounces
Greenhouse
back up into the atmosphere (the gases around Earth). Some of it gets
Effect
trapped by the gases in the atmosphere and helps to keep the Earth
warm enough for people, animals and plants to live.
Greenhouse
Gases that absorb heat energy from the sun.
Gases
Hail
Hard ball of frozen rain that fall from clouds.
Humidity
The amount of water vapor that is sitting in the air.
A type of storm with strong winds of more than 120kph that forms over
Hurricane
tropical waters.
Meteorologist
A scientist that studies the weather.
Precipitation
Water (rain, sleet, snow, hail) that falls from the clouds.
A type of weather in between snow and rain. It is best described as icy
Sleet
rain.
Temperature
The heat outside measured in degrees. E.g. 20OC
Thunderstorm Strong winds of at least 88kph with heavy rain, thunder and lightning.
A strong, spinning funnel of wind and air that reaches to the ground
Tornado
and destroys things in its path.
Tropical
Also known as a hurricane.
Cyclone
Wind Chill
How cold it feels outside with the wind blowing.

Water walkway

SDG Links

Explorer Challenge: Spread a water saving message with a water walkway!
15

mins

Let’s walk through a water saving walkway! Every day we have opportunities and chances
to save water, but not everyone knows how.

Points:

100 points

Discuss how you use water in your every day. Play ‘How Much Water’ (3.1.1) to explore how
much water we use when we do everyday activities. Do you think most realise how much
water these actions use?

Time:

30 mins

Subject links:

Now it’s your chance to encourage other people to save water. Brainstorm all of the water
saving actions you can possibly think of, using the answers to the bonus questions to help
you.

15

mins

Write and draw one of the water saving actions onto a footprint (3.1.2). Make it look as
colourful and exciting as possible so that people want to stop and look at it.

•

3.1.1 and 3.1.2

Display your footprints like a water walkway in an area of the school that lots of people
visit, such as the school office or canteen lines. When people walk along your water
walkway and look at each footprint they are learning new ways to save water and you are
helping to raise awareness about how precious water is.
Take a walk through your water walkway. Have you learnt of any other water saving tips
you could try?

Create an outdoor water walkway. What water tips would you include for an outdoor walkway? Think
about how people use water outside in their gardens or when washing their bikes/cars.

Who should take responsibility for
saving water at your school? Is there
anyone who doesn’t need to?

Count how many people saw
your Water Footprints.

Water Walkway – 3.1.1

How much water?
How to Play:
1. Place the signs from the below pages with different amounts of water around the room.
2. Assign a teacher or student to be the ‘Game Leader’.
3. When the Game Leader asks one of the questions from the table below, everyone in your Water Explorer team needs to stand near the sign
that they think is the answer.
4. The Game Leader then tells everyone the actual answer.
5. Every few questions there is a bonus question. This is a chance for you to share your Water Explorer knowledge by talking about how to
save water.

FUN TIP!!
Why not use recycled containers to show
what the different amounts look like? For
example you could place three 2L milk
cartons near the 6L sign.

Challenge
yourself and try
an elimination or
knock out
round!

Water Walkway – 3.1.1

Game Leader Questions
No.
1
2

Question
How many litres does one small flush of a toilet use?
How many litres does one full flush of a toilet use?

Answer
6L
13L

Bonus Question – How could we save water when flushing the toilet?
3

How many litres does taking a bath use?

80L

4

How many litres does a 10 minute shower use?

70L (7L/min)

5

How many litres does a 5 minute shower use?

35L (7L/min)

Bonus Question - W hich way do of staying clean saves the most water? How could we save even more?
6

How many litres does brushing your teeth with the tap on use?

12L

7

How much water does a running tap use every minute?

6L

8

How many litres would a dripping tap use if it was left on for one whole day?

20L

Bonus Question - W hat could we do to save water when cleaning our teeth?
9

How many litres does washing the dishes with the tap running for 5 minutes use?

30L

10

How many litres does a dishwasher use?

50L

11

How many litres does a washing up bowl use?

8L

Bonus Question – W hat is the best way to wash the dishes?

Water Walkway – 3.1.1

6 Litres

Water Walkway – 3.1.1

8 Litres

Water Walkway – 3.1.1

10 Litres

Water Walkway – 3.1.1

12 Litres

Water Walkway – 3.1.1

13 Litres

Water Walkway – 3.1.1

20 Litres

Water Walkway – 3.1.1

30 Litres

Water Walkway – 3.1.1

35 Litres

Water Walkway – 3.1.1

40 Litres

Water Walkway – 3.1.1

46 Litres

Water Walkway – 3.1.1

50 Litres

Water Walkway – 3.1.1

70 Litres

Water Walkway – 3.1.1

80 Litres

Water Walkway – 3.1.2

Aqua Adverts

SDG Links

Explorer Challenge: Can your acting, dancing or advertising skills save water?
15 We often hear advertisements on the radio and television telling us to buy products that

mins

we don’t actually need. Imagine if your Water Explorer team was able to make their own
water saving advertisements and have them shown for an entire day! How many people
would change their attitudes and begin saving water? Today is your chance to create an
advertisement of your very own!

Points:

100 points

Time:

45mins

Subject links:

To warm up your acting skills play ‘Bucket Act!’ (3.2.1) This game explores how we use
water and how we can save water.

Watch some water saving advertisements on the Internet or look at print advertisements
in newspapers or magazines. Discuss what kind of advertisements stand out to you. Why
do you notice them? How are they persuasive?

•

3.2.1 and 3.2.2

In groups choose one water saving action. Create an advertisement OR dance OR drama
30
mins
performance to show people how they can save water.

Perform your advertisement OR dance OR drama performance for another class or invite
your parents and guardians along. You could also perform at your water festival.
Imagine a world in which everyone
has changed their attitudes towards
water saving. What would you see?
How would it be different?

Encourage everyone who watches your performance to make a pledge (3.2.2) to carry out one water
saving action. Create a display board for their pledges or encourage them to display them at home.
Count how many people saw your display board.

Count how many people saw
your performance.

Aqua Adverts – 3.2.1

Bucket Act!
How to Play:
1. Cut out the water saving actions from either round one or two
(below) and put them into a bucket.
2. Ask one person to pick out a slip from the bucket.
3. Mime the water using/saving action and see who can guess it the
quickest!
4. Whoever guesses the water saving action gets the next turn.
5. Keep playing until you have finished both rounds.
Round 1 – How do we use water?
For drinking

To grow food

To wash our clothes

To wash our dishes

For swimming

To flush the toilet

To shower

To wash our hands

To clean fruit and vegetables

To clean cars or bikes

To brush our teeth

For cooking

Aqua Adverts – 3.2.1

Round 2 – How can we save water?

Take shorter showers

Turn the tap off whilst brushing
your teeth

Turn the tap off whilst when using
soap to wash your hands

Wash your dishes using a wash
bowl

Use a bucket to wash your bike or
family car

Use the half flush (the small one)
button on your toilet

Use a watering can to water your
garden

Fix dripping taps

Only turning your washing machine
on when it is full

Use greywater to water your
garden

Use a rain water tank to collect
rainwater

Only use your dishwasher when it
is full

Aqua Adverts – 3.2.2

To save water I will…

To save water I will…

To save water I will…

To save water I will…

To save water I will…

To save water I will…

To save water I will…

To save water I will…

Water Butt Challenge

SDG Links

Explorer Challenge: Can you persuade your school leaders to collect previous rainwater?
10 When we get water from the tap it has gone through a long process of water treatment to

mins

make it potable, which means safe to drink. This water treatment process uses energy.
Using energy releases greenhouse gases which leads to climate change, affecting the
water cycle. Using rainwater is a great way to save energy, and money, and it’s good for
plants!

Points:

200 points

Time:

60 mins

Subject links:

Discuss why you think it is important to collect rain water. Read 3.3.1 which contains
information about Water Butts.

Explore local information from weather stations. How much does it rain where you live?
Why do you think it rains this much? Think about the climate, latitude, elevation and other
geographical features (e.g. mountains, valleys, lakes and oceans).

20 Create your own rain gauge using 3.3.2 to help you. Measure and record the amount of
mins

rain that falls over two weeks. Calculate how much rain you could save and collect if you
had other water collecting systems in your school like a water butt.

•

3.3.1 – 3.3.3

•

Rain Gauge Materials: plastic
bottle, some small stones,
ruler, masking tape, scissors
and a marker pen.

30 Create and present a pitch to persuade your school to buy a water butt or persuade them
mins
to use the school’s water butt in a different way. You can use the scaffolds in 3.3.3 to help
you plan your speech. If you need more information try re-reading 3.3.1.

Explore how other people around the world harvest rainwater. Draw pictures and display them in
your classroom or around the school. Count how many people saw your display.

How do you normally feel when it rains?
Take time to appreciate rainwater as a
precious resource and think about all of the
ways that it brings life.

Count how many people you
discussed your pitch with.

Water Butt Challenge – 3.3.1

W ater Butts Fact Sheet
W hat is a W ater Butt?
A water butt is a large cylinder shaped container that
collects and stores rainwater from your roof. To collect
the water you need to set up your drainpipe so that it
empties into the water butt.
The average water butt can store 250 litres of water! This
water can then be used outdoors in the garden to water
plants, clean the car, or wash windows.
Can you think of any other ways you could use the water?

W hy should we use W ater Butts?
 Plants grow better with rainwater because it
contains more nutrients than tap water.
 You can save money because rainwater is free.
 Unlike tap water, rainwater isn’t treated using
energy before it reaches you.
o Using rainwater instead of tap water
therefore reduces greenhouse gas
emissions.
o This reduces the enhanced greenhouse
effect which causes climate change
o This means that by using a water butt
we can lessen the impact of climate
change.

Water Butt Challenge – 3.3.1

How could my school get a W ater Butt?
 Check with your local council or water supplier as they may be willing to donate
a free water butt to your school.
 Fundraise to buy a water butt for your school. Could you sell some of the food
from your school garden to raise money?
 Research how to create your own water butt using recycled materials.

Water Butt Challenge – 3.3.2

Make a Rain Gauge
Meteorologists (people who study weather) use rain gauges to measure how
much rain has fallen. This can help scientists to predict weather patterns and track the
water cycle. They can also be helpful for people at home because it helps us to
understand whether or not our plants need watering.
As a challenge you might want to place your rain gauges in different places
around the school to see which areas receive the most and least rain.
You W ill Need:
 A plastic bottle
 Some small stones
 A ruler with mm and cm
 Masking tape
 Marker pen
 Scissors

Plastic Bottle
Collects rainwater.

Small Stones
Adds weight so that
your rain gauge
doesn’t fall over.

Scale
Shows how many centimetres
or millimetres of rain has
fallen.

Water Butt Challenge – 3.3.2

Instructions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Cut the top off the bottle.
Place some stones in the bottom of the bottle (so the wind doesn’t blow it over).
Pour water into the bottle until it reaches the top of the rocks.
This line of water will be zero.
Stick some masking tape to the side of your bottle.
Using your ruler mark the millimetres and centimetres on the tape. This is
called a scale.
7. Place the rain gauge in an open area outside.
8. Regularly check the water level on your rain gauge by reading how many
centimetres have fallen using your scale.

These rain gauges
were made by W ater
Explorers just like
you!

Water Butt Challenge – 3.3.2

Rainwater Record
Location: _________________

Start Date: ______/______/______ End Date: ______/______/______

W eek 1
AMOUNT OF
RAIN

DAY
Monday

cm

Tuesday

cm

W ednesday

cm

Thursday

cm

Friday

cm

W eekend

cm
TOTAL RAIN

COMMENTS

cm of rain that fell this week.

W eek 2
DAY

AMOUNT OF
RAIN

Monday

cm

Tuesday

cm

W ednesday

cm

Thursday

cm

Friday

cm

W eekend

cm
TOTAL RAIN

COMMENTS

cm of rain that fell this week.

If we had a Water Butt we could have saved _______________ (Total Rain Week 1 + Total
Rain Week 2) in the last two weeks.

Water Butt Challenge – 3.3.3

Preparing a Pitch
A pitch is a way of sharing your ideas with someone in a short speech.

1.

W ho are you? W ho are the W ater
Explorers?
Greater Depth

3. W hat is a water butt?

2. W hy are you giving this pitch?

4. How do W ater Butts help to save water?

5. W hy should your school buy a water butt or how should you use the school’s water butt?

Water Butt Challenge – 3.3.3

Preparing a Pitch
A pitch is a way of sharing your ideas with someone in a short speech. The purpose of a
pitch is to persuade the audience to agree with your ideas.

Introduction

Helpful Ideas
Introduce yourself and the work
you have been doing as a part of
your Water Explorer Team.
Introduce the main ideas of what
your pitch will be about.

Body

Explain what a water butt is and
persuade the audience to agree
with how you think the school’s
water butt should be used OR
why you think the school should
buy a water butt.
Talk about the benefits of a
water butt and how they can
help to save water.

Conclusion

Try to include facts, emotive
language and examples of how
others have successfully used
water butts.
Remind your audience of the
best arguments you made in
your body.
End with a call to action to
encourage your audience to act
now.

My Plan

Flushed Away

SDG Links

Explorer Challenge: Become a toilet inspector and help others to save water
30
mins

Imagine an average sized drink bottle in your mind (roughly 500ml). Two of these hold one litre. Toilets and
urinals can be big water wasters with older style toilets using 13L for a single flush – that’s 26 bottles! How
many times a day do you think your toilets at school get flushed? That’s a lot of water going down the drain!
Leaking toilets can also be a big problem, every single day a leaking toilet can waste up to 200 litres - that’s
400 drink bottles worth of water!
Investigate the toilets in your school by completing a toilet audit. Ensure that your Water Explorer team
splits into groups, with some exploring the girl’s bathrooms and others the boy’s bathrooms. Remember to
check that the toilets are empty before your inspection and to wash your hands at the end.
Count and record the: number of toilets in each bathroom, size of each flush (this is sometimes written on
the toilet cistern), number of dual flush (two buttons) toilets, how many toilets have a water saving device
installed and the number of leaking toilets and/or urinals. Use 3.4.1 to record your results. To find out more
about water saving devices and how to check for leaks read 3.4.2.

10

Present your discoveries to the class. Use everyone’s results to agree on the number of toilets in the school.
Calculate how much water is used every day to flush all of the toilets in the school. Remember to think
about how many people there are in the school, and how often each person would use the toilet each day.

20

Interpret your results and discuss ways that you could take action to save the water being wasted by
toilets (see 3.4.3). You could report leaky toilets to the site manager at your school, install water saving
devices in your toilets or create a campaign (posters in the bathrooms and/or in the school newsletter,
announcements at school assembly) encouraging people to use the small flush button.

mins

mins

Did you know that dripping taps can waste an average of 20L per day? Try a tap audit of your school
and report any dripping taps that need to be fixed.

Points:

200 points

Time:

60 mins

Subject links:

•

3.4.1 – 3.4.3

One small change can make a big difference
over time. What other small changes could
you make to improve life for others or take
care of the environment?

Count how many water saving devices have been
installed. How many leaky toilets have been
reported to be fixed? How many people
saw/heard about your campaign encouraging
them to use the small flush button?

Flushed Away – 3.4.1

TOILET INSPECTOR AUDIT SHEET

Location

Where is the toilet?

Number of Single Flush
Toilets
Toilets with a single button

Number of Dual Flush
Toilets
Toilets with two buttons

W ater Saving Devices

Does the cistern have a water
displacement device in it?
(use resource 2 for help)

Number of Leaks

How many toilets have a leak?
(use resource 2 for help)

Flushed Away – 3.4.1

URINAL INSPECTOR AUDIT SHEET

Location

Where is the urinal?

Number of
Urinals

Flush Rate

W ater Saving Devices

How many times does the
Is there anything that
urinal flush by itself?
controls how often the urinal
flushes?

Number of Leaks

How many of the urinals have a leak?
(Can you see running/dripping water?)

Flushed Away – 3.4.2

How to Install a Water Displacement Device
A ‘water displacement device’ is a large container or bag filled with water that is put
into a toilet cistern to take up space. It saves water by tricking the toilet cistern into
thinking that it is filling up with more water than it actually is.

What you will need:
 A plastic container with a lid - up to 1L in size
 Enough sand or small rocks to fill half of your container
 A single flush toilet

Instructions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Fill half of your plastic container with sand and/or small rocks.
Add water to your container until it is full.
Screw the lid on tightly.
Pull the lid off the cistern (the tank part on the top of the toilet).
Place your container inside so that it is standing up. Make sure that it does not
touch any of the equipment inside the cistern.
6. Put the lid back on the cistern.
7. Flush the toilet to test your device.
8. If it makes a funny noise or doesn’t flush properly just move the container and
try again.

Save up to
5000L of water
per year!

Flushed Away – 3.4.2

How to Check your Toilet for Leaks
A leaking toilet can waste up to 200 litres in just one day! Save water by telling an adult
if your toilet is leaking.
What you will need:
 Food Colouring

Instructions:
1. Flush your toilet.
2. Pull the lid off the cistern (the tank part on the top of the toilet).
3. Pour in a small amount of food colouring and mix it in until the water in the
cistern is a different colour.
4. Wait a few hours (Do not use or flush the toilet in this time).
5. Look inside the toilet bowl. If there is dye in there your toilet has a leak. Let an
adult know so that they can fix it.

A leaking toilet
can waste 200
litres in one day!

Flushed Away – 3.4.3

Check for leaks.
Put a few drops of food colouring
into the tank. Wait an hour and come
back. If colour appears in the toilet
bowl (without anyone flushing) then
there is a leak that needs to be fixed.

Use the small flush button for wee
(1) and the big flush button for poo
(2).

Save the amount of water being used
every time you flush by filling a plastic
bottle up with water and placing it in
the top of the toilet. The bigger the
container the more water you will save.

Use shower water to flush the
toilet.

Challenge Your Family

SDG Links

Explorer Challenge: How many people can you convince to save water?
20
mins

30
mins

Your family has probably started to notice how much you’ve been trying to save water at home,
especially if you’ve been working hard on your own water pledges. Now is our chance to get
everyone that you live with saving water together!

Points:

300 points

Place four sheets of paper around the room to represent different places at home: bathroom,
kitchen, laundry and outside. Think about how your family uses water in each of the places. Move
around the room and draw or write your ideas about how water is used, how it could be wasted,
and how it could be saved.

Time:

60 mins

Subject links:

Create a leaflet for your family showing them how to save water around the house. Try to make it
as exciting as possible using lots of water saving facts and pictures. You could even calculate how
much water they could save if they started changing the way they use water. 3.5.1 is a useful
teacher reference guide.

•

3.5.1 and 3.5.2

Take your leaflet home and give it to your family members to read. Ask them to make a pledge by
choosing at least one water saving action from your leaflet. Write the same pledge onto two cards
– keep one at home and bring the other back to school.

10

mins

Create a display in school showing all of the leaflets and all of the pledges made by family
members. You could also place your leaflets around the school for others to read such as in the
school office for visitors or in the staff room for other teachers.

How can you encourage your local community to save more water? Create a leaflet for a local
business giving them ideas on how to save water. E.g. How could you save water in a café?

We are able to positively influence the
people we live with help them to save
water. Is there anyone else in our lives that
we could have a positive influence on?

Count how many people you
gave a water saving leaflet to.
Count how many people made
pledges.

Challenge Your Family – 3.5.1

W ater in the Bathroom
How is water used?

How can water be wasted?

To flush the toilet

Old style toilets can use up to 13 litres per flush
Dual flush systems often use just 6 litres
Leaking toilets can waste up to 200 litres a day

To brush your teeth

Leaving the tap running whilst brushing uses 12
litres of water.
Turning your tap off whilst brushing your teeth
uses 0.2 litres of water.

To wash your hands

A tap uses 6 litres of water per minute when it is
left running.

To bathe or shower

The average bath holds 80 litres of water.
A five minute shower uses 35 litres of water.

Bathroom Taps

Leaking taps can waste at least 5,500 litres of
water per year.

How can we save water?
 Use the small flush button
 Place a bottle full of water in the cistern
to save the amount of water being used
 Check for leaks
 Turn the tap off whilst you are brushing
your teeth.

 Putting the plug in when you wash your
hands can save 3 litres
 Leave the tap off when you are rubbing
soap in
 Take shorter showers of 5 minutes or
less
 Take a shower instead of having a bath.
 Always fix leaking taps
 Always turn the tap off when you are not
using it

Challenge Your Family – 3.5.1

W ater in the Kitchen
How is water
used?
To wash dishes

To boil water

How can water be wasted?
The average sink holds 20 litres of
water.
Dishwashers use an average of 15 litres
per wash.
The average kettle holds 1.7 litres of
water.

To cook
(e.g. pasta,
potatoes, rice,
vegetables)

The average person in the UK uses 8
litres of water per day in the kitchen.

To drink

Letting the kitchen tap run until the
water is cool enough to drink.

To clean fruit and
vegetables
Kitchen Taps

A tap uses 6 litres of water per minute
when it is left running.
Leaking taps can waste at least 5,500
litres of water per year.

How can we save water?






Use a washing up bowl
Only fill the sink halfway
Only use the dishwasher when it is full
Use the eco-wash setting on your dishwasher
Only fill the kettle with the amount of water you need.

 Only use as much water as you need in the pot e.g. The
water only needs to sit just above potatoes, you don’t
need to fill the whole pot.
 Leftover water that you boiled vegetables can be used to
water your garden. It has lots of nutrients so it is
especially good for your fruit and vegetable plants.
 Fill up re-usable drink bottles or jugs and put them in the
fridge to cool.
 Rinse fruit and vegetables in a washing up bowl. Water
your plants using the leftover water.
 Always fix leaking taps
 Always turn the tap off when you are not using it

Challenge Your Family – 3.5.1

W ater in the Laundry
How is water used?

To wash clothes

Laundry Taps

How can water be wasted?
An older style washing machine can use up to 70
litres more per wash than a new and more
efficient machine.

Leaking taps can waste at least 5, 500 litres of
water per year.

How can we save water?
 Only use the washing machine when
it is full
 Use the eco-wash setting
 When you are able to upgrade your
machine to a new, eco-friendly
option.
 Always fix leaking taps
 Always turn the tap off when you are
not using it

Challenge Your Family – 3.5.1

W ater Outside
How is water used?

To water the garden

To wash bikes and cars

To fill a paddling pool

Outdoor Taps

How can water be
wasted?

How can we save water?

 Use trays under pot plants to catch any leftover water
 Use watering cans instead of a hose
 Only water your garden in the early morning (before 10am) or
Using a hose to water the
evening (after 4pm)
garden for just 15 minutes can  Plant native plants so that you don’t need to water them as often
use up to 250 litres of water.  Use mulch in your garden to stop the water evaporating
 Let your grass grow a bit longer so that it doesn’t need watering as
often.
 Use Water Butts or JoJo tanks to collect and store water
Washing a car with a hose can  Use a bucket of water to wash your car or bike
use up to 480 litres of water.  Wash your car or bike on the grass so that the run-off water soaks
Using four buckets of water to
into the ground
clean your car only uses 32
litres of water.
A paddling pool can hold as
 Always use a pool cover to stop the water evaporating
much as 2,300 litres when
 Use the water from your paddling pool to water your garden when
full.
you’re finished with it
Leaking taps can waste at
 Always fix leaking taps
least 5, 500 litres of water per  Always turn the tap off when you are not using it
year.

Challenge Your Family – 3.5.2

To save water I will…

To save water I will…

To save water I will…

To save water I will…

To save water I will…

To save water I will…

To save water I will…

To save water I will…

The Water We Eat

SDG Links

Explorer Challenge: How much secret water is in your favourite foods?
10 Play a game of higher or lower using the ‘Secret Water Table’ in 4.1.1. Reflect on the

mins

game you have just played. Did you notice any patterns in the amount of water used?
Is there a type of food that uses more water? Why do you think this is? Did you notice
that meat has the most hidden water? By swapping just half of the red meat you eat
for vegetables you can save 1000L per day!

Points:

100 points

Time:

60 mins

Subject links:

10 Find out about the secret water in meat, especially beef, by reading the ‘Secret

mins

Water Surprise’ (4.1.2). How do you feel about the amount of water used to create a
hamburger? Think about how this amount compares to the water a running tap
might use (6L/minute). How do you feel about using the world’s precious water
resources for this?

•

4.1.1 and 4.1.2

Create and design a Water Explorer Recipe book! Cook a meal that uses ingredients
40
mins

with low amounts of secret water. Write a recipe to show others how to cook your
favourite dish and take a photo or draw a picture to show them what it looks like. Put
all of your team’s recipes together into an eBook or create a printed book to share
with your class.
Would you be willing to give up
certain foods like burgers or
chocolate in order to save water?
How difficult would it be?

Share your Water Explorer Recipe Book with other people in your school and community.

Count how many people you
shared your recipe with.

The Water We Eat – 4.1.1

How much secret water is in foods we eat?
Higher or lower game:
1. Start by telling the students the amount of secret water in a food
item from the list below e.g. An apple has 70L of secret water.
2. Choose another food item from the list.
3. Do students think that it has a higher or lower amount of secret
water than the previous item? (They could indicate their response
by holding their hands up high or down low).
4. Give them the answer – was it higher or lower? You could make this
more difficult by encouraging students to guess the exact amount.
5. Try this with a few different food types.

The Water We Eat – 4.1.1

How much secret water?
(Litres)
Dairy Products
Slice of Cheese
30
One egg
135

Food/Drink

Drinks
One glass of apple juice
One glass of milk
One glass of orange juice

190
255
170

Fruit and Vegetables
One apple
One large banana
One orange
One peach
One potato
One tomato

70
160
80
140
25
13

Meat
1kg of beef
1kg of chicken
1kg of pork

15 000
3700
4800

W hole meal cereals, breads, pasta, rice, potatoes
One slice of bread
1kg of pasta
One portion of rice
Other foods
One bag of crisps
One chocolate bar
Small french fries
A hamburger
Margarita pizza

40
1560
2500
185
1700
1040
2400
1260

The Water We Eat – 4.1.2

How much water is hidden in my hamburger?
Secret water is the hidden water that it takes to make everything around us. When you think of a hamburger you probably don’t think that massive
amounts of water are being used to get it to our tables – but it is!
In just one beef patty, 2400L have been used. Look at the chart to find out how water was used.

Watering crops and
making grain to feed
cow

1 burger = 2400L
of water!

Watering grass for the
cow

Providing water for the
cow to drink

Servicing
This means washing away
the cow’s waste

X Marks the Drop

SDG Links

Explorer Challenge: Where is water hiding in your school?
10

mins

Even though we don’t actually see it, almost every item around us contains secret water.
Secret water is the water that has gone into making an item. Think about a piece of paper.
It’s not wet, so we might think that it doesn’t contain water at all. However if we think about
how it was made, we might notice that the trees it’s made from had to be grown using
water, and that the machinery also needed water to create the paper we see now.

Points:

100 points

Time:

60 mins

Subject links:

Discuss what kind of things you might find around the school that contain secret water. If
we can reduce the amount of stuff that we use and throw away we will be able to save
even more water.

20
Your challenge is to explore the school for hidden secret water hot spots. Record what
mins
recycling facilities there are and how secret water is being used using 4.2.1.

•

4.2.1 – 4.2.3

Design ‘Secret Water Saver’ posters for classrooms, offices and the staffroom to let
30
mins

everyone know how they could save secret water. Place them in the areas where the most
secret water was being wasted to encourage people to make water saving changes. 4.2.2
has some ideas to help you.
Imagine a school where you didn’t
use any secret water. What would be
different? How would you learn?

Make secret water saving pledges as a Water Explorer Team (4.2.3). Try to encourage other people in
your school to make pledges too. Count the number of pledges made.

Count how many people saw
your Secret Water Saver
posters.

X Marks the Drop – 4.2.1

Explorer name/s:

Room/area explored:

Date:

………………………………………………..

……………………………………………

……………………………………

There are 10L of water in a single sheet of A4 paper! Secret water saving signs here would help
remind everyone to print and photocopy double-sided and to reuse scrap paper where possible
1.

Did you find a photocopier in
this room/area?

Yes

No

How many?

2. Did you find a printer in this
room/area?

Yes

No

How many?

3. Did you find a scrap paper
tray in this room/area?

Yes

No

How many?

Recycling saves lots of water, energy and natural resources. Secret water saving signs here
should help everyone to easily recycle as much as possible around school.
4. Did you find a recycling point
in this room/area?

Yes?

No?

..go to question 5 …go to question 6

How many?

5. Did it tell you anywhere which
materials to recycle?

Yes

No

How many?

6. Did you notice any paper or
cardboard in the general
waste?

Yes

No

How many?

Swap 50% of your red meat for vegetables and save 1000 litres a day! Your secret water saving
signs here should help everyone make choices about the secret water they eat.
7. Is there a food refrigerator
here?

Yes

No

How many?

8. Are hot drinks prepared here?

Yes

No

How many?

X Marks the Drop – 4.2.2

Let’s Save Secret W ater

Photocopiers & Printers
 Encourage people to avoid printing.
o The teacher could write questions onto the board and students could copy them
into their exercise books.
o Use digital eBooks instead of paper books.
 Only print the pages you need.
o Encourage your teacher not to print extra copies ‘just in case’ someone needs
one, they can always print another copy later if they need them.
 Use 100% recycled paper in the printer.
 Print on both sides of the paper.
 Purchase re-fillable ink cartridges.
 Use the economy or eco settings to save ink.
 Place a scrap paper box nearby.
o This could be used in classrooms when people need paper to make notes or for
drawing on wet play days. It could also be shredded and used in your school’s
worm farm to create compost.

X Marks the Drop – 4.2.2

Recycling Points
 A recycling bin might have a few different types of
bins:
o Clean paper and cardboard bin
o Bottles, cans and cartons bin
o Food waste bin
o Other waste
 Clearly label the bins with pictures and words to make
it easier for people to understand – if they get
confused they might just use any bin.
 Place the bins near each other to make it easier for
people to use them.
 Shred paper from the ‘clean paper and cardboard’ bin
to use for composting.

Food & Drinks
 Use re-usable containers to store your food instead of
cling film or sandwich bags
 Label a bin for food waste and use this for composting.
 Encourage people to eat less meat - this food group
contains the most secret water.
 Encourage people to drink tea instead of coffee – it has
much less secret water.

How much secret
water can you
save?

X Marks the Drop – 4.2.3

To save water I will…

To save water I will…

To save water I will…

To save water I will…

To save water I will…

To save water I will…

To save water I will…

To save water I will…

Thirsty Paper

SDG Links

Explorer Challenge: Can you save secret water and help your school to use 10% less paper?
15

mins

Every single A4 sheet of paper contains 10L of secret water! That means that every time your
teacher photocopies one worksheet for your class, you are using 300L worth of water! If every
teacher in the school used only one worksheet every day, how much water would your school use?
Your challenge today is to reduce the amount of paper your school uses by 10%.
Discuss where paper is used around your school and the different ways in which it is used. Are
there areas of the school that are using less paper than others? What can we learn from these
areas?
Think about the different ways you could help everyone to use less paper at school. How can you
reduce the amount of paper being used or recycle leftover paper?

50
mins

Plan a campaign (using 4.3.1 as a guide) to encourage everyone in your school to save paper. How
will you create a buzz and spread your message? Which areas of the school will you need to focus
on to save paper?

Points:

200 points

Time:

75 mins

Subject links:

•

4.3.1

Run your campaign and remember to measure how much paper has been saved.

10

mins

Challenge: Could you reduce your paper usage even further? See if you can cut your paper usage
by another 10%. Or could you increase the amount of paper that gets recycled in your school,
instead of thrown in the regular bin? Does your school have facilities for paper recycling? Improve
or install recycling facilities.

Ensure there are recycling points in every room. Create posters to help everyone remember what and
where they can recycle. Check that people are using the correct bins. Count how many recycling bins
you have installed.

Imagine a school that never used
any paper. How would learning be
different?
Count how many people know about
your campaign. Count how many
people got involved in your campaign
Count how many recycling bins there
are in your school.

Thirsty Paper – 4.3.1

How to plan your campaign
Find out how much water your school uses & where

1

 What do you know about secret water in paper?
 Find out how much paper your school uses. How many sheets of paper will you need to
save to reach your goal of 10% less paper?
 What different types of paper products are used around the school? E.g. paper towels,
worksheets.
 Where is paper being used around the school? Which areas of the school will you need to
target to start saving paper? (The paper audit on the last page could be helpful for this)
o The photocopier/printer area
o Classrooms
o Staffrooms/Office Areas
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2

Brainstorm ideas for your campaign
Now that you know how much paper your school uses and where they use their paper begin
brainstorming ideas for your campaign. You will need to target the areas that use the most paper.
 How will you achieve your paper saving goals? (choose as many ideas as you like)
o Run a school competition to see which class could use the least amount of paper
each week or month. You could reward the winning class with a trophy (they
keep in their class until the next winner is announced).
o Hold a paperless day! Let people know how much water they saved in just one
day. This could become a weekly or monthly event.
o Set targets for each class of how much paper they would need to use to reduce
their usage by 10%.
o Introduce recycling bins into classrooms – make sure there are scrap paper bins
for paper that could be reused.
o Hold a school assembly – show everyone how much 10L of water is and explain
that this much water is used in one A4 sheet, create a song or drama performance
about how much water is wasted.
o Place posters around the school e.g. near bins to remind people of how much
paper printers use, and to show them how to print paper double-sided.
o Write an article about how to save the secret water in paper – publish it in the
school newsletter.

3

Run your campaign
Don’t forget to count how many people know about your campaign, get involved in your
campaign and how many people are now using 10% less paper in your school.
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Paper Audit
Use the answers to these questions to help you plan your campaign.
Question
Are there reminders about how to use paper wisely around
your school?
Are there labelled scrap paper trays around your school to
encourage people to reuse paper?
Are there recycling bins around your school for paper that
can’t be reused?
Take a peek inside 10 waste bins around your school. Is there
any paper in there?
Are there clear instructions at printers/copiers for saving
paper with tips such as how to print double-sided pages?
Are photocopiers and printers set to print double-sided
paper as default?
Is there a quota system for staff printing paper?

Yes/No/Unsure

See if you can find out information about:
 How much paper each printer/copier uses each day?
 How much paper the school buys each month or year?
 How much paper each class uses?
o Which class uses the most? How are they saving paper?
o Which class uses the least? Why do they use so much?

Fashionable Water

SDG Links

Explorer Challenge: How much water is hidden in our clothes?
15

mins

Present a cotton t-shirt or item of clothing. Where do you think it was made? How was the fabric
produced? Ask: If one sheet of A4 paper contains 10L of secret water and one cup of coffee
contains 130L, how much secret water do you think this t-shirt contains?

Points:

200 points

It takes 2700 litres of water to make a cotton-shirt. That’s enough drinking water to last a person
for 900 days! Cotton is one of the world’s thirstiest crops and is a heavy water polluter. Cotton
makes up 40% of the world’s clothing. If everyone in your class is wearing one t-shirt, how much
secret water is being used?

Time:

75 mins

Subject links:

Read the newspaper article in 4.4.1 to find out how secret water is used in clothes. How is the water
being used? Where is the clothing being produced? How is it affecting the local community?

60
mins

Reusing and upcycling clothes is a great way to save water and to lessen the impact of water
pollution on local communities near factories. In groups or independently, design and create a
water-saving item of clothing (e.g. tie-dye a t-shirt or sew colourful patches and patterns onto
clothes). 4.4.2 has lots of ideas on how to recycle and upcycle clothes.
Present a fashion show to share your ideas (4.4.3). If you can, try and take some photos of you
reusing or upcycling clothes. If you upcycled an item of clothing (such as adding rips to your old
jeans to make them trendy) try and wear that item of clothing for the show. You could hold your
fashion show at a school assembly or during your water festival.

Every time we reuse clothes we can save thousands of litres of secret water. Can you create more
upcycled clothing, jewellery or accessories to share with others at your school? You could even create
a stall and sell them to raise money for charity!

•

4.4.1 – 4.4.3

Now that you know how much water
is used to make clothes, how does it
make you feel? Does it make you
want to change anything?
Count how many people you invited to
your fashion show. Count how many
people attended your fashion show.
Count how many items of clothing
were upcycled.
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How can we stop water from becoming a fashion
victim?
March 7 2012

As water scarcity becomes ever more
prevalent, the industry must reevaluate how it impacts on our most
precious resource.
In direct terms, apparel production
does not only heavily depend on water
availability. However, the industry's
usage patterns directly impact the
global water profile through the use of
pesticides for growing fibre crops, the
discharge of waste water from dyeing
and – importantly – laundry habits at
home.
A mere 2.5% of Earth's water is
freshwater and only 0.3% of it is readily
accessible to humans. This is equivalent
to 0.01% of all water on Earth. Of this
fraction, 8% goes towards domestic
use, 22% is used by industry, and 70%
for irrigation. If the research is correct,
humanity's water footprint will reach a
level 40% above reliable, accessible
water supplies by 2030.
Cotton accounts for 90% of all natural
fibres used in the textile industry. It is
used in 40% of all apparel produced
globally, with synthetics accounting for
55%. Cotton farming is also the single
largest water consumption factor in the
apparel supply chain. For a simple
reason: the regions where most cotton

is grown are dry – the southern US,
India, Mali and the Aral Lake area.
The fashion industry's relationship with
water goes beyond cotton. Some 14.4%
of an apparel retailer's total water
footprint relates to manufacturing. An
estimated 17 to 20% of industrial water
pollution comes from textile dyeing and
treatment and an estimated 8,000
synthetic chemicals are used
throughout the world to turn raw
materials into textiles, many of which
will be released into freshwater
sources. Worse: the industry is rampant
with players that don't respect the
citizen's right to safe water.
This all said, the fashion industry's
upstream supply chain is not solely
responsible for its problematic
relationship with water. The impact of
people washing clothes at home is
equally important: 40% of domestic
water footprints stem from laundry, a
significant proportion of which comes
from washing clothes by hand in the
developing world.
Laundry detergents, generally ignored
in the water pollution discussion, add
yet another dimension: 16% of the
Danube's phosphate loads stem from
detergents, causing the EU to take first
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legislative steps for a total ban on
phosphates in detergents.
Water resources will be under
progressive pressure as the world
population increases and more extreme
climatic conditions will impact our ease
of access. As access to water becomes
increasingly complicated, the textile
and apparel industry's heavy reliance
on thirsty cotton crop will shift.
The quest for alternative fibre sources
– raw, natural, synthetic, renewable or
recycled – is accelerating. The variety of
available natural fibre species is vast,
however, the proliferation of cotton has
caused a lag in technological
investments and industrial
developments needed to improve their
suitability for the apparel industry.
Recent industrial research results are
promising, and are bound to introduce
new options.
Improvements in dye and laundry
technologies, in industry as well as at
home, are showing results; clothes (eg
Levi's Water<Less) as well as washing
machines with a low water and/or
detergent footprint have already
entered the market. With rising water
and electricity bills, the rhythm of
development and innovation for
industry equipment and home
appliances will no doubt increase
further.
We also can expect a re-evaluation of
what is produced and when. Some
suppliers and retailers could find it
difficult to operate their current
business models under the shifted
conditions. Products with higher
margins – the mid to top segment in the
apparel sector – will be able to meet

new financial and production
constraints more easily and take up a
priority position in the eyes of supplying
manufacturers.
Low-margin, high-volume contracting
retailers, on the other hand, could be
challenged to find suppliers in
possession of both the necessary
manufacturing technology and reliable
access to the amount of water
resources required.
www.theguardian.com/sustainablebusiness/water-scarcity-fashion-industry
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W HAT CAN YOU DO…
about all the secret water wasted in our clothes?

Look after your clothes.

Use the eco-cycle on your
washing machine.

Buy sustainable, fairtrade,
organic or ‘better’ cotton.

Let other people know about all
of the secret water in our clothes.

Recycle: Find something cool in a
charity shop.

Recycle: Donate your old clothes
to the local charity shop.

Recycle: Pass outgrown clothes
on to little brothers and sisters.

Recycle: Never throw out old
clothes - take them to textile
recycling bank.

Recycle: Have a clothes swap
with friends.

Recycle: Make something new
from the scrap fabrics bag.

Upcycle: Customise an old
garment to make a jazzed-up
new one.

Upcycle: Sew a layer of lace or
other fabric at the bottom of
your dresses to make them
longer.

Upcycle: Sew patches or
embellishments onto older
clothes to make them trendy .

Upcycle: Turn a recycled t-shirt
that’s too big into a dress by
adding a belt.

Upcycle: Use an old t-shirt to
make a tote bag.

Upcycle: Sew old fabrics together
to create a quilt.
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How to make a tie dye shirt
You will need:









A plain cotton shirt
Rubber bands
Gloves
Garbage bags and masking tape
Apron or paint smock
Fabric Dye in any colour you like
Cling film or sandwich bag
Bucket

Steps:
1. Tape the garbage bags to your table using the masking tape
2. Put on your apron or paint smock and gloves. Dye is very messy
and will stain.
3. Wet your shirt in room temperature water so that it is soaking
wet.
4. Roll up your shirt in any way you like and wrap rubber bands to
create your design. Wherever the bands are the dye will be
lighter.
5. Prepare your fabric dye by following the instructions on the
bottle.
6. Carefully pour the dye onto your shirt until it is soaked.
7. Wrap the shirt in cling film or put it in a sandwich bag.
8. Let it soak in the bag for at least 4 hours.
9. Put your gloves back on and rinse the shirt in a bucket of cold
water.
10. Wash your shirt in the washing machine.
11. Now you can wear and enjoy your upcycled shirt!
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How to make a W ater Explorer T-Shirt
You will need:





Pencil
Black permanent marker or fabric markers
Plain t-shirt
Sun/Clothes Dryer/Hair dryer/Hand dryer

Steps:
1.

Using a pencil draw your own design onto the t-shirt
a. Think about what you want to draw – do you
want to have a water saving message, symbols,
words?
2. Trace over your pencil design with a black permanent
marker or fabric markers
3. Dry the ink: You could lay your shirt flat in the sun for
about 2 hours to let the ink dry OR pop it in the clothes
dryer for half an hour OR pop it under a hair/hand
dryer for a few minutes.
4. Now your shirt is ready to wear!
You could wear your W ater Explorer shirt to your fashion
show or W ater Festival.
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Here are some other great fashion ideas from W ater Explorers just like you!
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How to make a t-shirt tote bag
You will need:





An old t-shirt
Scissors
Felt tip pen
Ruler

Steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

How to make shorts out of jeans
You will need:





An old pair of jeans
Scissors
Felt tip pen
Ruler

Steps:
Cut the sleeves off your shirt along the seam
Cut the collar off your shirt along the seam
Turn your shirt inside out
Using a ruler draw a horizontal line about three inches
above the bottom of your shirt (line 1)
Draw a vertical line from the bottom of your shirt to
line 1 every inch.
Use your scissors to cut along the vertical lines. Make
sure you cut the front and back of the shirt at the same
time to create fringes at the bottom.
Tie each front fringe with the back fringe to create a
tassel.
Hold two tassels that are beside each other and tie
them together so that there are no gaps or holes.
Turn your shirt back the right way (so that it isn’t inside
out)
Enjoy your new upcycled bag!

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Put your jeans on and draw a small line about 6 inches
below the spot you would like them to sit on your legs.
Take the jeans off.
Using your ruler measure how far it is from the waist
band to the line you drew (line 1)
Draw dots around your jeans at the same length as line
1.
Join your dots with a ruler to make a horizontal line.
Using your scissors carefully cut your jeans along the
line.
Fold the last six inches of your jeans up (you might
need to do this 2 or 3 times).
Enjoy your upcycled denim shorts!

Tip: It’s a good idea to do this at the end of winter – especially
when you are a kid who is likely to outgrow your jeans by the
next year.
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How to Run a Fashion Show

Step 1 –
Organising the Fashion Show
 Choose a location for your fashion
show. E.g. A school hall or classroom
 Choose a time and date for the
fashion show.
 Decide who will be invited to the
fashion show e.g. parents, other
classes
 Invite people to the fashion show by
sending out invitations, putting up
posters or writing a notice for the
school newsletter.
 Finish your designs or posters to
make sure they’re ready to present.
 Upcycle your clothes and bring them
in for the fashion show.

Step 3 –
During the Fashion Show
 Allow time for the audience to look at
your gallery and to watch the fashion
show.
 Groups can walk down the runway
holding their designs up for everyone
to see OR model the clothes they
have reused or upcycled.
 Use a microphone to tell people
about each design or water saving
clothing idea as they walk down the
runway.

Step 2 –
Setting up the Fashion Show
 Build a runway for the centre of the
room. You could use a strip of carpet,
masking tape or even your water
walkway footprints for this.
 Create a space for the audience by
placing chairs on either side of the
runway.
 Create a gallery space around the
outside of the room between the
walls and the audience chairs.
 Display your posters or fashion
designs in the gallery space.

After the fashion
After
the fashion
show remind
people
show
remind
people
to make water saving
to makepledges!
water saving
pledges!

The Water Swap

SDG Links

Explorer Challenge: Explore the secret life of water in all our stuff
20 Think about all of the things that you own. What are your most treasured possessions that
mins

you couldn’t live without? What things do you really wish that you owned? Whether it’s a
book, a toy, a musical instrument or clothes, every single item we treasure and want has
probably been created using materials and manufacturing processes that need large
amount of water. If one t-shirt contains 2700L imagine how much secret water is in your
wardrobe!
Advertising plays a big role in persuading people that they need to buy new products.
Analyse some advertisements: How do they try to make people want the product? What
techniques do they use? What feelings do they try to promote through the images?

10 Play ‘Spot the Secret Water’ in 4.5.1 to find out how much secret water is hidden in
mins

Points:

300 points

Time:

120 mins

Subject links:

•

4.5.1 – 4.5.3

everyday items.

Plan a Secret Water Swap Party at school to exchange your books, clothes, toys, DVDs etc,
90
mins

using 4.5.2 to help you. Use advertising techniques to design posters for your event. Create
a catchy slogan to get people’s attention e.g. ‘save secret water swap your stuff’. At the
event, get your friends to swap their items and make water-saving pledges (4.5.3).
What influences the way that you
think about your possessions and how
you decide what to buy? Are these
influences positive or negative?

Companies are always inventing and producing new versions of things. Debate whether or not it is
ethical for advertisers to constantly find new and better ways of persuading people to buy more
things.

Count how many people saw your
posters. Count how many people
attended your Secret Water Swap Party.
Count how many people made pledges.
Count how many items were swapped.
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Spot the Secret W ater

How to Play:
1. Choose two students to come up the front of the room.
2. Choose an item from the table below and write it above each
student’s head (or on a sticky note on their forehead).
3. Each student asks yes or no questions to the class to find out more
about what their item is made of, and what it is used for. Some
examples of questions include:
a. Am I something you wear?
b. Do you wear this item of clothing on your feet?
c. Can I use this to make phone calls?
4. The audience answers yes or no to their questions (but they do not
add any other information).
5. The students then guess what their item is.
6. Each student then has three guesses to find out how much secret
water is in their item (Hint: think about what it is made of).
7. The class answers higher or lower after each guess.
8. The student whose final guess is most accurate, wins.
Item
Cotton T-shirt
Jeans
1L Water
Bottle
Mobile Phone
Shoes
Book

Clue
It takes 2700L to make this item of clothing.
It takes 7600L to make this item of clothing.
It takes 11L to make this item that people bring to school
with their packed lunch.
It takes 1000L to make this piece of technology.
It takes 10 000L to make this item of clothing.
It takes 2000 L to make this item that is somewhere in
the classroom.
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W ater Swap Event Plan

Before you begin planning, decide how the clothes swap will work. We suggest collecting donations in advance and providing people with one token
per donation to be used on the day. This will make it easier to sort and organise clothes before the event to help it run more smoothly.
STEP 1 – Sorting out the Basics
W here - Location
 Where will you hold the swap?
(in a school hall, outside, in
classrooms)
W hen – Time and Date
 When will the swap be?
 What time will the swap start?
 What time will the swap end?
W ho
 Who will be invited to your
swap? (parents, students,
families community)
 How will you invite people to the
party? (e.g. school newsletter,
invitations, posters)

STEP 2 – Setting Up the Event
Organising Volunteers
 Who will set up the swap?
 Who will collect donations for the clothes
swap?
 Who will sort and organise the clothes?
The Set-Up
 How will you share information about
Secret Water at your party? (Will there be
an information table, will you have posters
everywhere? Will people get a tag with a
water saving fact on their clothing?)
 How will you organise the clothes? (e.g. by
size, type, fabric)
 How many tables will you need?
 Will you provide refreshments at the
party? (could you sell food and drinks to
make a profit and donate money to
charity?)
 Will you have a photo booth for people to
take photos with their new clothes?

STEP 3 – Running the Event
Organising volunteers
 How many people will you need to
run the event?
 Who will be responsible for
standing at each table?
 Who will welcome people to the
swap?
 Who will share information about
secret water?
 Who will clean up after the event?
 Who will take pledges?
 Who will help people that have
questions?
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To save water I will…

To save water I will…

To save water I will…

To save water I will…

To save water I will…

To save water I will…

To save water I will…

To save water I will…

My water saving pledge

visit
www.waterexplorer.org

My message to a world leader

visit
www.waterexplorer.org

The world’s freshwater is under threat.
As a leader of tomorrow, I am asking leaders of today to...

What water means to me

visit
www.waterexplorer.org

Use the space below to draw and/or write what water means to you.

Thank you for your commitment
to filling our future with water for all.

Water Explorer Saves the Day!

Uh Oh! Someone has forgotten to turn off the tap after washing their hands!
Draw above what your Water Explorer super hero would do and say to save the day!

In recognition of their completion of the
Water Explorer programme this year, and their
outstanding efforts to fill our future with water for all.

